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INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the Ray-Singer conjecture con- 
cerning torsion1 
Let X be a compact oriented Cm Riemannian manifold of dimension N 
without boundary and let K be the simplicial complex of a smooth triangulation 
of X. In many problems of differential topology, where a nontrivial fundamental 
group occurs, there arises very naturally a certain topological invariant, the 
so-called Reidemeister-Franz torsion (R-torsion) T~, which is defined with 
respect to the triangulation K and a given representation p of the fundamental 
group rl(X) by orthogonal matrices O(n). For its definition we refer to Section 6. 
With the Atiyah-Singer index theorem in mind, it is very natural to ask 
whether the R-torsion 7x has an analytic counterpart which is equal to the 
topological one. This question was raised by Ray and Singer [19], who intro- 
duced an invariant of the De Rham complex 
(10(X; E,) - Al(X; E,) - .” - flyx; E,) 
of X with coefficients in the flat vector bundle ED associated with p. This is the 
analytic torsion T,(p) of X with respect to the representation p, which is the most 
natural candidate, for describing the R-torsion in analytic terms. T,(p) is defined 
as follows. Let dg be the Laplacian acting on clg(X; E,) and let 
1 It has been brought to our attention that J. Cheeger [25,26] has independently proved 
the Ray-Singer conjecture. His techniques are different from those described here. 
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be the sequence of eigenvalues of Ag each of which is repeated as many times 
as its multiplicity indicates. The zeta function of Aq is then defined by 
5&) = c v, 
where Re(s) > N/2. The zeta function has a meromorphic continuation onto the 
complex plane C which is analytic in s = 0. Then, T,(p) is defined by 
log TX(P) = ; to (--1Y Q 1w jrco . (O-1) 
The Ray-Singer conjecture now states that the analytic torsion T,(p) is equal to 
the R-torsion am. 
Ray and Singer [19] presented some evidence that the two invariants are 
equal. For instance, the analytic torsion satisfies the same functorial properties 
which are known for the R-torsion. Moreover, Ray [20] has shown that for the 
lens spaces T and T coincide. 
The analytic torsion has close analogies with the v-invariant studied in [3]. 
One essential difference from the analytic index of an elliptic operator is that 
there is no local formula relating TX and ~(0) with the geometry or topology of 
the manifold X. 
Our method of proving the Ray-Singer conjecture uses the combinatorial 
Hodge theory developed by Dodziuk [q and Dodziuk and Patodi [7]. It consists 
in approximating smooth objects on a manifold by combinatorially defined ones 
and builds, in some sense, a bridge between topology and analysis on X. In the 
function case this method is closely related to the finite-element method of 
solving partial differential equations by the Ritz-Galerkin technique. However, 
for differential forms essential differences arise. 
The use of approximation methods for attacking the torsion problem is 
suggested by the fact that the R-torsion can be defined by a formula which is 
analogous to (0.1) and that the R-torsion is invariant under subdivision. One 
of the bases for [6, 71 was the same idea. 
The approximation theory comes in very naturally. Let Cq(K; L,) be the space 
of simplicial cochains on X with coefficients in the local system L, defined by p 
and let L2k(X; I?,) be the space of square-integrable p-forms on X with values 
in E, . Then, the Whitney map UI’: Cq - LzAq defines an inner product in CQ 
(see Sect. 2). Let 8C be the adjoint operator to the coboundary operator dc. Then, 
define the combinatorial Laplacian AC by 
AC = dcSc + @de. 
The main result of Dodziuk and Patodi [7] states that the eigenvalues {A:,,} of 
the combinatorial Laplacian AC converge to the eigenvalues (A+,) of the analytic 
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Laplacian A if the mesh 77 of the triangulation K approaches zero. Moreover, if 
5*“(S) = c @:J)-” 
A,>0 
is the combinatorial zeta function, then it follows from the precise statement of 
the eigenvalue convergence theorem that &C(s) converges uniformly on compact 
subsets of the half plane Re(s) > N/2 to the analytic zeta function c,(s) if 77 
tends to zero. 
This suggests introducing, in addition to the R-torsion 7,r , the combinatorial 
torsion rXC, defined by 
which should relate the R-torsion rX to the analytic torsion TX. However, in 
carrying out this program an essential difficulty arises, stemming from the fact 
that &(s) is defined near s = 0 only after a complicated procedure of mero- 
morphic extension, and the convergence theorem for the combinatorial zeta 
functions provides us with no information about the behaviour of 7Xc if the mesh 
71 tends to zero. 
To overcome this difficulty we recall the well-known fact that the residues of 
the poles of &(s) depend only locally on A 9. Hence, the singularities cancel out 
in the difference <o,p;(s) - &Js), f or any two representations pi and p2 . This 
should enable us to extend the convergence theorem for the combinatorial zeta 
functions for the difference cn,J~) - <g,p,(s) to the whole complex plane. 
The proof for the Ray-Singer conjecture is now naturally subdivided into the 
following three steps. 
(1) The quotient T,(~)/G-&) is independent of the representation p. 
(2) Let p0 be the trivial representation. Then Tx(po)/rx(po) depends only 
on the oriented cobordism class of X. 
(3) There is a set of representatives for cobordism classes generating the 
Thorn algebra Q* for which TX and rX coincide. 
Our method of proving (1) and (2) is to construct a so-called combinatorial 
parametrix &C(S) which, on the one hand, is locally defined and, on the other 
hand, describes the behavior of &C(S) near s = 0 if the mesh 7 approaches zero. 
If E,(s) is a certain parametrix for (d + H)eS, where H is the harmonic pro- 
jection, then our main theorem concerning the combinatorial parametrix states 
that &C(S) - Tr(&C(s)) converges to c,(s) - Tr(E,,(s)), uniformly on every 
compact subset of @, if the mesh 7 tends to zero. This of course is the heart of 
the proof of the Ray-Singer conjecture. It seems possible that this approach can 
be applied to other problems relating topological and analytical invariants of a 
Riemannian manifold X. 
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Let pr and pz be any two representations. Since locally the Laplacians acting 
on AQ(X, E,,), i = 1, 2, coincide, this theorem implies that the quotient 
-rx~(p1)/~x~(p2j converges to T,(pJT,(p,) if the mesh 71 tends to zero. Of course, 
it remains to prove that ~~c(p~)/~~c(pJ 1 a so converges to ~~(p~)/~~(p~). But this 
problem presents no essential difficulty. 
In the proof of (2) we again use the combinatorial parametrix to show that the 
quotient ~x(PJ~x(P~) remains invariant by spherical modifications. 
The proof of (3) p resents no problem. Moreover, it is not necessary to use the 
structure of the cobordism algebra 52 *. X u (-X) is cobordant to the sphere 
SN. Hence, using (I), the paper of Ray [20], and the invariance of the analytic 
torsion and the R-torsion under changes of orientation, we obtain the desired 
result. 
In Section 1 we summarize a number of facts concerning the Hodge decom- 
position and the Green’s operator and we recall the local a priori estimates for 
elliptic boundary systems. In Section 2 we present the combinatorial Hodge 
theory due to Dodziuk. Moreover, we prove a result concerning the best approxi- 
mation by Whitney forms. Section 3 is devoted to the Hodge decomposition of 
Whitney forms according to [7]. We extend the main technical result of Dodziuk 
and Patodi [7l to the case of a manifold with boundary. The eigenvalue con- 
vergence theorem of Dodziuk and Patodi is stated in Section 4. In Section 5 we 
deal with the approximation of the Green’s operator by the combinatorial one. 
In Section 6 we give a short exposition of the R-torsion and we prove some of its 
properties. The analytic torsion is treated in Section 7. Section 8 is devoted to the 
combinatorial parametrix and we prove our main convergence theorem referred 
to above. Using the combinatorial parametrix, we prove (1) in Section 9. Finally, 
in Section 10 we complete the proof of the Ray-Singer conjecture. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We summarize a number of facts concerning cohomology with coefficients in 
a local system, the Hodge decomposition, and the Green’s operator of a natural 
boundary value problem for the Laplace operator. 
Let X be a compact oriented Cm manifold of dimension N, whose boundary 
is the union of two disjoint closed submanifolds Ml and M, . We do not exclude 
the possibility that Ml or M, or both are empty. 
Further, let K be the simplicial complex of a Cm triangulation ( K 1 + X of X, 
which contains subcomplexes L, and L, triangulating Ml and M, , resp. Every 
representation p of the fundamental group rrr(X) by orthogonal n x n matrices 
defines an associated flat vector bundle E, and a local system L, defined by the 
flat sections of E, . The cochain complex C*(K, L,; L,) is defined as follows. 
Let (Z?, f;,) --f (K, L,) be the universal covering of K and L, , resp. The funda- 
mental group rr(X) acts on Cq(a, E,; rW) in a natural way from the right and ll@ 
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is a left module over the group ring [w[n,] via the representation p. We define 
C*(KLl ;L,) s c*cKL ; w @E&,1 w. 
If  we identify every g-simplex (T of K with the corresponding cochain defined by 
it, then every element of Cn(K,Lr;L,) can be written as a formal linear com- 
bination 2 z’,+r, where D runs through the q-simplexes of K -L, and au, is a flat 
section of E,, over St(u). The coboundary operator 
dC: CQ(K, L, , L,) + C”-+yK, L, ) L,) 
is then defined by 
dC (c v.., = c v,dCu, 
where &O = &a 7 is the usual coboundary of ci. The cohomology H@(X, Ml, 
L,) of X relative to Ml with coefficients in the local systeml, is then by definition 
the cohomology of the complex 
CO(K, L, , L,) -“L ..* de P(K, L, , L,). 
Now, consider the flat vector bundle ED associated with p and let AQ(X, E,) be the 
space of P sections of AG”*X @ E, . Since E, is flat, the exterior differential 
d: Aq(S, E,,) + Aq~t~l(X, E,) satisfies d d = 0 and we obtain the De Rham 
complex 
A’(& E,) -I k(X, E,) -14-t ... A AN(X, E,). 
Moreover, there exists a cochain map A: A q - c4 which is defined as follows. 
In the neighborhood of every simplex u of A’, a q-form f~ ~4” can be written 
in the form 
where f, is an ordinary differential form and zii is a flat section of E, for every 
i = I,..., II. Then we define the integral off over (T by 
The De Rham map A is defined by 
where D runs over all q-simplexes of K. A induces an isomorphism on cohomol- 
%Y 
A: H&(X, E,) --+ Hq(X, L,). 
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Now, suppose that X is a Riemannian manifold. For all details concerning the 
Hodge decomposition and the Green’s operator we refer to [5, 15, 191. 
The Laplacian A@ acting on q-forms with coefficients in E, is defined as usual 
by A = dS + ad, where S = (- 1) N@+N+l*d*. It is well known that A is elliptic 
Let L2.4@ be the space of square-integrable q-forms on X. L2A@ is the completion 
of A@ with respect to the norm 
llfllo = (j-p *fy 
Then, for every integer m, the Sobolev space HmA@ can be defined as the com- 
pletion of A* with respect to the norm 
llfllm = ((A + Wf,f)O~ 
With respect to the Riemannian metric on X each Cm q-formf has in every point 
of the boundary a natural decomposition into the normal and the tangential 
component: f = ftan + f,,,, . Then we consider the following boundary value 
problem for f E A@: 
Au =f, 
%an = 0, (suhan = 0 on Ml, (1.1) 
u - 0, norm (du) - 0 norm - on M2. 
It is well known that this is an elliptic boundary value problem. Moreover, let 
AZ@ C A@ be the subspace consisting of all Cm forms which satisfy the boundary 
conditions (1.1) and let HmA2@ C HmA@ be the closure of A,@. The closure of A 
acting on these forms is a self-adjoint operator with domain H2A2@. Let A?@ be 
the space of harmonic q-forms, i.e., h E ,.%‘@ if and only if htan = 0 on Ml , 
h -0 on M,, norm - and dh = 0, Sh = 0. Since (1.1) is elliptic, &?@ is finite 
dimensional. Let H@ be the orthogonal projection of L2A@ onto the subspace pq. 
Then, the Green’s operator G is defined on C” q-forms y to be the unique 
Cw q-form Gg, E A,@ satisfying 
The existence of G follows from the general theory of elliptic equations. Let 
P(,, y, t) be the fundamental solution of the initial boundary value problem 
$,+Ay=O, p E Aq(X x R+), 
fiyo 4% 4 = m, 
for forms in the space AZ” CA@ (see [19]). Then, G is given by 
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G extends to a continuous linear operator 
G. H”“A”r + H,n+2fj2fz, m > 0. 
Moreover, if A, is the smallest positive eigenvalue of A, then 
Let A,v C /lq be the subspace of all q-forms f  which satisfy ftan = 0 on n/r, and 
f  n,,Tm = 0 on M2. If  f  E AiQ and f  _L &‘g, then dGf = Gdf and SGf = GSf. 
Hence, for every f  E A,*, we obtain the Hodge decomposition 
f=Hf+AGf=Hf+dg,+ag, 
with gr E A:-‘, 6g, = 0 and g, E Af+i, dg, = 0; i.e., 
Al’ = 2” @ dA;-’ @ SAY+‘, 
where the subspaces Y@, dA:-‘, and SAY+’ are closed and mutually orthogonal. 
Since A,* is dense in LZAQ, this implies the Hodge decomposition for LzAQ 
__ ~ 
L2A” = 2’~ @ dA;-” @ ad;+? 
We define Td = d8G and T, = 6dG. Td and T, are continuous linear operators 
on LZAQ. Therefore dA:-l = T,(L2AQ), 6Ay+l = T6(L2AQ) and 
f=Hf+ Tdf-t Tsf 
is the Hodge decomposition of any q-form f  cL2A*. The Green’s operator GQ 
has a kernel G”(x, y) which is a smooth double form outside of the diagonal of 
X x S and the order of the singularity at x = y  is P”-~(x, y), where p(x, y) 
denotes the geodesic distance. Outside of the diagonal is GQ(.x, y) given by 
G~(x, y) = s” (P+, y, t) - HQ(.x, y)) dt. 
0 
Lemma 1.3 follows immediately from [8, I, Sect. 3, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let f  be a bounded and piecewise continuous q-form on X. Then 
Gf (4 = j-x G’l(x, Y) * *f(y) 
is a continuous q-form on X. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let u be a smooth N-simplex of X and let v  be a bounded and 
piecewise continuous q-form in a neighborhood of aa. Then the single-layer potentials 
s V(Y) A *,G*+l(x, y), a, 
s Ga-‘(x> Y) A *F(Y) a, 
are continuous forms on X. 
This lemma can be proved by the same method. 
Finally, we recall the local a priori estimates for elliptic boundary systems. 
For details we refer to [2, 12, 231. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let A = CialG1 a,(x) DoL be an elliptic system of partial d@er- 
ential equations in an open subset Q < RN, u E 3’(Q) and suppose that 
Au E H;k6t’(sZ). Then u E H[,,JQ) and for every 9, E Corn(Q), v  = cpu, we have 
II v  /lHr d C(ll Av llH-l+’ + II v  lIHr-J. 
The proof follo ws immediately from the existence of a properly supported 
parametrix (see [23]). 
THEOREM 1.6. Let A = Ciulc2m a,(x) Do, Bj = xlpl<mj bj,(x) 04, j = 0, 
1 ,**-, m - 1, be an elliptic boundary system on the half space R+N. For every r > 0 
there exists a p0 such that for p < p,, we have u E H2”(RIN), u = 0 in RN - B(p), 
where B(p) is the ball of radius p, and AU E HT(R+N), Bju E H2nzi-r-7nj-1/2(RN-1) 
implies u E H2m+r(R+N) and 
For the proof see [2] or [12]. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let v  be a square-integrable q-form on X which is Cn in an 
open subset Q C X. Then GUI is also Cm in Sz. 
The proof follows from Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, using a partition of unity. 
2. COMBINATORIAL HODGE THEORY 
In this section we describe the basic approximation methods which will be 
used for attacking the torsion problem. 
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The combinatorial Hodge theory was introduced by Dodziuk [6] and further 
developed by Dodziuk and Patodi [7]. In the case of the Laplace operator acting 
on C” functions on a Riemannian manifold X, these methods are closely related 
to the finite-element method of solving partial differential equations by the 
Ritz-Galerkin technique. The idea for a convenient choice of a sequence of 
finite-dimensional subspaces W,,q C liPA” used in the Ritz-Galerkin method 
is due to Whitney. The results of this section up to (2.18) are due to Whithey 
[24], Dodziuk [6], and Dodziuk and Patodi [7], and for the details we refer the 
reader to these references. We begin with the definition of the Whitney map. 
Let -Y be a compact oriented CK Riemannian manifold whose boundary ZX 
is the disjoint union of two submanifolds 111, and jlJZ and let (1 K I, ~ L, 1, 
1 L, !) $(X, JkZ1, MZ) be a smooth triangulation. According to Whithey we 
define a linear map 
w: C9(K, L,) + L”/P(X; E,) (2.1) 
in the following way. Let p, ,..., P,,~ be the vertices of K. Every pi defines, via 
x: 1 K j + x’, a barycentric coordinate function y, on X. If  o = [pIO ,..., p,,] 
is an N-simplex of K and x E x(i o i), then pill(x) is by definition the z,th bary- 
centric coordinate of x-‘(x) E / o j. The pi are continuous functions on S with 
supp /.Q = St@,). Further, since the triangulation is of class Ccc, the restriction 
of pi to every N-simplex is smooth. Therefore, the differential dpi in the distri- 
butional sense is exactly the exterior derivative of pi in the complement of the 
(N - I)-skeleton of K and dpi E L2A1(X). h Tow, we take some order of the set 
of vertices {p, ,..., pm} of K. Let u = [p,, ,..., pi] be a q-simplex of K with 
pi0 < ... <pi* . The elementary form U’u ~L~(lfk) is then defined by 
wu = q! i (-l)“pi,dpio * .** ” A dpi, A ..a A dpi,, 
k=O 
q > O1 (2.2) 
W[Pil = pi 9 q = 0. 
It is obvious that the elementary form Wu is in L2&(X). Moreover, W, is 
smooth in the complement of the (N - I)-skeleton of K. From the definition 
follows that 
for every simplex u of K. 
supp wu = St(u) (2.3) 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let a = x U,U be an element of O(K; L,). The Whitney 
form Wu cL2A*(X; E,) is defined by 
Wa=CWu@v,, 
where U, is considered as a flat section of E,, over St(u). We list below some 
properties of the Whitney map W: Co(K; L,) -+LzA”(X; E,). The proofs can be 
found in [24, p. 226; 61. 
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(1) The image of Wq is contained in the domain D, of the closure of the 
exterior derivative d: .A9 - Aq+l and we have 
dWqa = dWqa = Wq+ldca (2.5) 
for every cochain a E Cq(K,L,), where dWa denotes the exterior derivative of 
Wa in the complement of the (N - I)-skeleton. Since for any flat section w, we 
have Vv, = 0, the proof of (2.5) re d uces to the case of an elementary form W%. 
Both pi and dpi are in D, and therefore dWu = (q + l)! dpi, A ... A dpi, = 
dWa. The second equality is proved in [6], 
(2) Let a E Cq(K,L,). Th e restriction of Wa to any N-simplex cr has a 
unique Cm extension to the closure of 1 (T 1 denoted by Wa [I,,, . If 0,~ are two 
N-simplexes of K having a common r-simplex r C CT n 0’ as face, then 
i*(Wa h) = (i’>*Wa li,d (2.6) 
where i: 1 r 1 + j (T I, i’: I Q- j - I u’ / are the corresponding inclusions. 
(3) Let j: M, C X be the inclusion. Let a E Cq(K, L,; L,), i.e., a = C e),u 
withaEK-L1.Then 
j*Wa = 0. (2.7) 
(4) Because of (2.6) the De Rham map A can be applied to Wa and we 
have 
AWa=a (2.8) 
for every cochain a E Cq(K, L,). 
(5) Letf E Ap+l(X, E,) such that fnorm = 0 on Ma . Let a E Cq(K, L,; L,). 
Then 
(dWa,f) = (Wa, W (2.9) 
We come now to the basic approximation results for Whitney forms. Whitney 
[24] introduced a method of subdividing a given triangulation j K / + X such 
that only a finite number of shapes occurs among the simplexes of all repeated 
subdivisions of K. This is the so-called standard subdivision SK of K. It was 
originally used by Dodziuk to prove that the combinatorial Hodge decomposition 
converges to the smooth one if the mesh of the triangulation tends to zero. 
We shall recall some facts about standard subdivisions and state the approxi- 
mation theorem for Whitney forms proved by Dodziuk and Patodi [7]. 
DEFINITION 2.10. The mesh 7 = y(K) of a triangulation K is the positive 
real number 
71(K) = SUP P(P, cd, 
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where p is the Riemannian distance and the supremum is taken over all pairs 
of vertices of K spanning a l-simplex. The fullness 0 = B(K) is then defined as 
8(K) = inf(vol() (3 \)/$V), 
the infimum taken over all N-simplexes (T of K, and vol(l u I) denotes the volume 
of / 0 1 with respect to the Riemannian metric on X. 
The essential properties of standard subdivisions, proved by Whitney [24], 
are the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. (1) Let 1 K 1 + X be a smooth triangulation of X. There 
exists a constant t$ > 0 and subdivisions K’ of K of arbitrarily small mesh and with 
B(K’) > B0 . 
(2) Let 0, > 0. There exist Positive constants C, = C,(b,) and C, = C,(b,) 
such that for all triangulations K with 0(K) 3 0, , all N-simplexes u of K, and all 
vertices p of o we have 
CgN < vol u < TN, 
czrl G P(PP IUP I> ,< 717 
where l u, is the face of u opposite to p. 
Remark. We will assume that the fullness of all triangulations K we are 
using satisfies B(K) > 0,) where 0, > 0 is a fixed constant. 
We now fix a covering {U, ,..., Um} of X by coordinate neighborhoods such 
that the unit ball Bi is contained in Ui and X = (J Bi . 
The approximation properties of Whitney forms are described by the following 
proposition, due to Dodziuk, in its original form. For the proof we refer the 
reader to Dodziuk [6] and Dodziuk and Patodi [7]. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let f E Aq and let u be an N-simplex of K. There exists a 
constant C, independent off, K, and u, such that 
If(P) - WAf(P)l G C sup 1 g ) . rl 
3 
for all p E j u /. / / denotes the norm in AgT*,X. The supremum is taken over all 
points of 1 u / andj = I,..., N. The partial derivatives are calculated with respect 
to a coordinate neighborhood Vi with / u ( C Ui. 
Then, applying the Sobolev lemma, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.13. For every k > N/2 + 1 there exists a constant C, independent 
of K, such that 
for every f  E An, where 11 /lHk is the Sobolev norm. 
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COROLLARY 2.14. For every f E AQ and k > N/2 + 1 we hawe 
II df - WdCAf llp G CT II df II& * 
The Whitney map W: CQ(K, L1;L,) --+PAQ(X; E,) gives rise to an inner 
product. More precisely: 
DEFINITION 2.15. Let a, a’ E Cq(K,&;L,). Their inner product (a, a’) is 
defined by 
(a, a’) = S, Wa h *Wa’ = (Wa, Wa’). 
It follows from (2.8) that ( , ) is not degenerated. 
Let 6~ be the adjoint operator to the coboundary operator &: C*(K, L,; L,) -+ 
C*(K, L,; L,) with respect to the inner product (Definition 2.15). 
DEFINITION 2.16. The combinatorial Laplacian dc on C*(K, L,;L,) is 
defined by 
AC = d%c + Scdc. 
AC is obviously symmetric and positive. 
Let .%‘*,C = ker AC C Cg(K, L,; L,) be the space of harmonic q-cochainsi‘hen, 
we have the following combinatorial analog to the Hodge decomposition of 
L2AQ. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. The space of harmonic q-cochains 3% consists of the 
cochains a E CQ(K, L,; L,) with dca = 0 and @a = 0. The subspaces X’Q*c, 
dcCQ--1, and 8cCQ+1 are mutually orthogonal and 
We call this decomposition the combinatorial Hodge decomposition. One 
of the main results of Dodziuk is the following theorem, which compares the 
Hodge decomposition of a smooth form f E A* with fnorm = 0 on M, and 
ftan = 0 on IM, and the combinatorial Hodge decomposition of Af. Let Hq, Td , 
and T, be the orthogonal projections of L2AQ onto the subspaces 3’0, dAQ-l, and 
6fl4+1, resp., and let HP-C, Tdc, and T,c denote the corresponding orthogonal 
projections for the combinatorial Hodge decomposition. Then we have 
THEOREM 2.18. Let f e A lQ. Then Af E CQ(K, L,;L,) and for k > N/2 + 1 
II Hf - w=AfII < c7 Ilf II@ 9 
II Taf - J+‘T,c&ll G C, Ilf llHr > 
II T6.f - WT24Il Q ‘3 Ilfll,x, 
where C is independent of K and f. 
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For the proof we refer the reader to [6, Theorem 4.91. It follows that for a 
sequence of subdivisions K, of K with 7(&J -+ 0 the combinatorial Hodge 
decomposition of /lf converges to the Hodge decomposition off. 
Finally we return once more to the approximation properties of Whitney 
forms. Letf be any Cm q-form. The Whitney form Wd4f is the interpolate offat 
the q-skeleton of K. Theorem 2.13 shows that WAf has nice approximation 
properties. But in general it differs from the best approximation off in the 
L”-norm by an element of the finite-dimensional subspace PVC*. Since we need 
in the following some properties of the best approximation, we study it more 
closely. 
Let PC be the orthogonal projection of LzA” onto the subspace WC’I. A 
preferred base of WCg is given by the elements Wu @ z+ , where u runs through 
the g-simplexes of K and E through an orthonormal base of R”. We denote this 
preferred base by a, ,..., a,,, . Forf E L2Ag let Pcf = C alal . Then the coefficients 
cyr are the solutions of the system of linear equations 
f %& = (fl 4 (2.19) 
Z=l 
where ark = (u r , aJ. But (Wcr, , WU~) is different from zero only if oi is con- 
tained in St(uj). Hence, A = (Q) is a very sparse band matrix. In order to 
determine Pcf explicitly we have to invert the matrix A. 
As an example consider the simplest case where X = 9. Let 1 K 1 ---f S be a 
triangulation of S. If we normalize the vectors a, such that jl a, Ij = 1, then the 
matrix A is given by A = I + B, where B = (b,,), blm = b,, = a, b,, = $ if 
1 I - k j = 1 and blk = 0 otherwise. Then it follows that /I B jl = $ and the 
series ,4-l = zy=“=, (-B)r converges. Let ~EL~(Q) having support different 
from S1. Then it follows that in general the support of Pcf is the whole circle 9. 
But Pcf decreases exponentially outside of supp(f), if the mesh 7 tends to zero. 
This can be seen as follows. Let Z’ C 9 be any closed subset which has a positive 
distance from supp(f). Let P, be the projection with respect to the base a, of 
WC”(S1) onto the subspace spanned by the simplexes which intersect V and let 
a: = (01~) be the vector defined by 01~ = (f, al). Then it follows from the structure 
of B that for every no E N there exists a 6 > 0 such that for 7 < S and n < no 
PvBnol = 0. 
Hence )I] P,.A-lol jlJ = Ii/ PyBno+lA-lor /I/ < (&)no+l//l A-l /II /// o( j/l < C(&)cl+l/2, 
where C and c are independent of K. However, in the higher-dimensional case 
the Neumann series for the inverse A-l fails to be convergent since 111 I- A //I > 1. 
Nevertheless, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.20. Let PC be the orthogonal projection of L2Ag onto the subspace 
WC”(K; L,). Let U, V C X be any two open subsets such that the closures are 
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disjoint. Then there exist constants C > 0, 0 < b < 1, independent of K, such 
that for every q-form f  E L2Aq with support contained in lJ 
sup 1 Pcf (x)1 < Cb”nq-N’2 11 f  I/. 
xev 
Proof. Suppose that 11 a, I/ = 1. For every q-simplex 7 let N(T) be the number 
of N-simplexes which are contained in St(T). From the fullness assumption 
B(K) 3 0, > 0 it follows that there exists a constant C, > 0, independent of K, 
such that N(T) < C, for every q-simplex T (see [7, Lemma 7.191). Hence, 
the coefficients of the matrix A = (a,,), where air = (al, a& satisfy alk = 0 if 
Il--Kl >Cl, independent of K. Moreover, the matrix A is symmetric and 
positive definite since alk = (a 1 , a&. Hence, for every vector 01 = (CLJ we obtain 
Z,lC 
This formula implies that there exists a constant j? > 0, independent of K, such 
that for every OT E i&P, m = dim Cq, 
Since A is symmetri:, it has a sequence of positive real eigenvalues 
From (2.21) it follows that the minimal eigenvalue A, is bounded away from zero 
by a fixed constant /3 > 0, independent of K. In order to estimate the maximal 
eigcnvalue A, , we remark that 
But the coefficients satisfy I alk 1 = I(ul, ak)j < Ij a, 11 IIak Ij = 1 and alk = 0 
for 1 E - k j > C, . Hence, it follows that 
where C, is independent of K. Let h = $C’, . Then the eigenvalues pi of the 
matrix (I - hA) are given by 
/+ = 1 - hhi , i = O,..., m. 
From 0 < /3 < hi < A, < 2C, it follows that 
4 = 1 - (&Cl) 2C, < 1 - hAi < 1 - /3/4C, < 1. - 
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Let b = 1 - (/?/4C,). S ince (I - hA) is symmetric and positive definite, we 
obtain 
lll(I - WII < b < 1. 
Hence, the series 
A-h = (I - (I - hA))-1 ha = f  (I - h/l)7 ha 
r=0 
converges. Again, let P, denote the projection with respect to the base a, of WCq 
onto the subspace spanned by all q-simplexes, whose intersection with V is 
nonempty, and let the vector 01 = (01~) be defined by LYE = (f, al). Since the 
support of f  is contained in U we have 01~ = 0 for every index 1 such 
that crl n St(U) = 0, where a, = WuJj Wa, /I. But ark = 0 for 1 I - k / > C, . 
Hence, for every no E IYI there exists a S(n, , C,) > 0 such that 
P,(I - hA)” ar = 0 
for every n < no and 7 < 8. By the fullness assumption B(K) >, 0, > 0 there is 
a constant y  > 0, independent of K, such that dim CQ(K;L,) < &‘. Hence, 
it follows that 
Ill 01 Ill2 = c (h ad2 < Ilfll” c II a, II2 G YTN llfli”. 
l=l 1 
Let x be the solution of Ax = 01. Then it follows that 
Ill P”X Ill < j;+I Ill P# - hA)T hex! Ill < IW - ~~)lllnofl I// A-l II! Ill 01 Ill 
0 
< c 111(1 - hA)llj”“” 7y2 llfll ,< Cb1’n7p’2 llf~l. 
From the definition of P, it follows that P,x consists of those coefficients x1 
which occur in Pcf I y  and we obtain the lemma. -- 
Now, let UC X be any open subset. As usual, St(U) denotes the subcomplex 
of K which is generated by all simplexes 0 of K interesting U in a nonempty 
subset. Let 9” be the orthogonal projection of L211*(St( U); I?,) onto the finite- -- 
dimensional subspace WCQ(St( U); L,). Finally, let v, I/ E Com( U) such that 
# = 1 on some open neighborhood of supp 9). Then, comparing the corres- 
ponding matrices for the projections PC and Qc, the following theorem can be 
proved in exactly the same way. 
THEOREM 2.22. There exist constants C > 0, 0 < b < 1, independent of K, 
such that for every f  E L2Aq 
II W%f - $Q”vf II G Cb1”vN’2 Ilf Il. 
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3. HODGE DECOMPOSITION OF WHITNEY FORMS 
Dodziuk and Patodi [7] proved, for the case of a closed manifold X, a theorem 
which in some sense is a converse of Theorem 2.18. It is the main technical tool 
in the proof of the convergence of the combinatorial zeta function to the analytic 
one (see [7]). W e need this theorem also in the case of a manifold X having a 
nonempty boundary Y. It can be proved by exactly the same method as that 
used in [7]. We have only to convince ourselves that the various estimates are also 
valid in the case with boundary. 
We shall sketch the proof very briefly, referring the reader to [7] for the 
details. Before stating the theorem explicitly we deduce some properties of the 
Hodge decomposition of Whitney forms. 
Let G: L2Aq -+ H2A,Q be the Green’s operator defined in section 1, Td = d8G, 
and T, = 6dG. The Hodge decomposition off E L2Aq is given by 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose q~ is smooth in an open subset Q C X. Then T&v and 
T6y are also smooth in Q. 
The proof follows immediately from Corollary 1.7. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u be an N-simplex of K and let y be a C* q-form on u with 
values in E, jLT . Extend 9 by zero on X. Then Gq is C” on X - au and has a Cl 
extension across au. 
Proof. From Corollary 1.7 it follows that Gv is Cm on X - au. Furthermore, 
applying Green’s formula we obtain 
dGp, = j d,Gq(x, y) A *q(y) = s %Gq+Yx, Y) * *v(y) 
0 u 
and 
= j GQ+l(x, y) A *&(A + s,. v(Y) A *@+1(X, Y) 
cl 
6Gcp = 1 G*-l(x,.y) 
0 
A *&(y) - s,, Gq-‘(x,y) A *P(Y). 
Now, Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 imply that dGq and 6Gq.~ are continuous. But then, 
it follows immediately that in every coordinate neighborhood U all partial 
derivatives (a/ax,) Gv are continuous, i.e., G? is Cl. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let a E Cg(K, L,; L,) and let Wa = HWa + TdWa + TsWa 
be the Hodge decomposition of Wa. Then Td Wa and T, Wa are CoD on X - ( K(N-l)I. 
For any closed N-simplex (T of K the forms T,Wa and TsWa have continuous 
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extensions from int D to CI denoted by Td Wa ID and T6 Wa IQ . Moreover, zy u and U’ 
are two N-simplexes with a common (N - I)-face r then 
i*(T,Wa I,,) = (i’)*(T,Wa I,,), 
i*(T,Wa IO) = (i’)*(T,Wa I,‘), 
where i: 7 -+ u, i’: r + o’ are the corresponding inclusions. 
Proof. HWa is smooth. Because of (2.6) it suffices to prove the theorem for 
TS Wa. That T,Wa is smooth on X - ) K (N-1)j follows from Lemma 3.1. 
Furthermore, 
dGqWa(x) = JX S,Gq+l(x, y) A *Wa(y) 
= 1 x Gq+1(x, y) A *dWa(y) + lM VM Wa(r) A *21@+1(~, Y>. 1 9 
Since a E Cq(K, K,;L,), (2.7) implies that ( Wa)tan = 0 on M1 . Moreover, the 
kernel G(x, y) satisfies n,G(x, y) = 0 on 1Ma , where n, denotes the normal 
component with respect to y. Therefore ty(*vG(x, y)) = *y(n,G(x, y)) = 0 on 
M, . It follows that dGqWa = G@+ldWa, which is Cl according to Lemma 3.2. 
Therefore, 6dG Wa is continuous. 
Now, we state the main approximation theorem of Dodziuk and Patodi [7] 
for the case of a manifold with boundary. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let a E Cq(K, L,; L,). Then 
II HWa - WHca lIta < CI I log r] I (II Wa I/ + I/ W&a II), 
II TdWa - WTZall,, < CT I log? I (II Wa II + [I Wdca[j), 
II T,Wa - WTZa lltl < CI I log 7 I (II Wa II + II WdCa I]), 
where the constant C is independent of a and K. 
From Theorem 3.3 it follows that AT,Wa and AT,Wa are well defined. The 
theorem is a direct consequence of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let a E Cq(K, L,; L,) be a q-cochain. There exists a constant 
Cl > 0, independent of K and a, such that 
(1) II WAHWa - HWa II G GI II Wa II? 
(2) (( WAT,Wa - TJ+‘a II S G I log 17 I (II Wa II + II W&a II), 
(3) II WATaWa - T#aIl < %I I k?;l I (II Wa II + II WdCall), 
where 7 = T(K) is the mesh of K. 
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Theorem 3.4 can be deduced from Proposition 3.5, using exactly the same 
method as that used in [7] together with (2.9), and we refer the reader to [7] for 
details. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. We indicate only the main points in the proof, 
following [7]. The details can be found in [7]. 
Estimate (1) follows immediately from Theorem 2.18, since HWu is smooth 
and (I+ A)” HWu = HWu. Furthermore, since (HWu - WAHWu) + 
(T,Wu - WAT,Wu) + (T8Wu - WAT,Wu) = Wu - WAWu = 0, it is suf- 
ficient to prove estimate (3). 
Let P(x, y, t) be the fundamental solution of the initial boundary value 
problem for the heat equation and define the operator Gr by 
Gd4 = Lm dt s, % Y, t) * *(P) - HTJ)(Y) 
for v EL~AQ. Gr has the smooth kernel s: (P(x, y, t) - H) dt. Let 
G&l = Jo1 dt I, P(x, Y, t> * *b - Hv)(Y). 
Then G = Gs + Gr , T6 = T’, + Tns = 8dG, + SdG, and T”, again has a 
smooth kernel K(x, y). 
The kernel P*+l(x, y, t) satisfies as a function of y absolute boundary con- 
ditions on M, , i.e., np(~, y, t) = 0 on AZ, . Since HWu is in A,*, it follows 
from (2.9) that 
Gd4 = jlm dt s, ~,PQ+~(x, y, t) A *( Wu - HWu)(y) 
= s I m dt x Pa++, y, t) A *WA(y) 1 
and therefore 
TnaWu = 
I s O” dt 1 
x dyPQ(x, y, t) A * Wd%(y). 
Thus, it is obvious that the estimation 
+ T”,W@) 1 < C II W&a IlLa 
in local coordinates and, applying Proposition 2.12, we obtain 
1) WATnBWu - TnsWu \I2 < Cq2 11 Wdcu 1j2. (3.6) 
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In the same way as above it follows that 
T’,Wu(x) = s,’ dt .c, d,P(x, y, t) A “WdCa(y). 
We decompose T’,Wa in 
?72 1 
T’,Wa = + 
I s 0 9 
s F’, t F, . 
Then /I WAT’,Wa - T’,Wu jj < 11 WAF, - F,, 11 + l/F’, 11 + 11 WAFtv /I and 
Proposition 3.5(3) follows from the estimates 
II F’, II < G II W&a II, 
II WAF’,, II < CT II WdCa II, 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
< C$” I log 7 I2 I/ Wdca /12. (3.9) 
Using the decomposition d,P(x, y, t) = &,. e-%pi(x) @ dvi(y), it follows 
that 
IIF’, II2 = C 
(1 - e&h)2 dye 
h, tF, Wdcaj2 < Cr12 /I Wdca j12. 
A;>0 z z 
The proof of (3.8) and (3.9) is much more difficult and it is the main point in the 
proof. 
We have 
AF’, = c V,T, (3.10) 
7 
where 
VT = 2 47 , 
j=l 
(3.11) 
4r = Jon’ dt J: I, Wx, y, t> A *WWy). 
Let a = C VET, b = x w,r be any two cochains in Cg(K, L,; L,). We define the 
inner product (a, 6) by 
(a, b) = 1 8, * w, . 
The corresponding norm will be denoted by 111 111. It follows that 
I<AF’n > b)l G 1 I w, I C C IL I, 
T k>O jE.5’Cr.k) 
(3.12) 
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where S(T, K) denotes the set of indices j such that KT < p(~, q) < (k + 1) 7. 
For the heat kernel P(x, y, t) we have the estimate 
Ij+%YJ/ < Ct-(N+1)/2e-cpe(r.Y)lt, 
where p(x, y) is the geodesic distance. Let mj = SUP~~,~ [ W&a(x)~ andj E S(T, 0). 
Then we obtain 
I Ii7 I < CwQ joqp t-112 dt = Cq++l. 
According to [7, Lemma 7.191 there exists a constant C, independent of K, 
such that #S(T, 0) < C. Therefore, if x1 denotes the sum in (3.12) with 12 = 0 
we obtain 
Cl d Qq+l III b III (zl miz)li’, 
where m is the number of N-simplexes. For K > 1 and j E S(T, K) we have 
and therefore 
s 732 1 Ij7 1 < Cqq+Nm, e-k%zltt-(N+1)12 dt 0 
Let x2 be the partial sum in (3.12) for k > 1. Then it follows (see [7]) that 
1, G C277g+l Il b Ill gImj2 ( 1 
1’2 
and finally 
1’2. 
According to [7, Lemma 7.201 there exist constants C, and Ca such that for 
every a E Cq 
Cgg-N’2 II wa II < Ill a Ill < C27F-N’2 II wfz II 
and (3.8) follows. 
Estimate (3.9) can be proved in the same way and we refer the reader to [7]. 
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4. CONVERGENCE OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFORMS 
Using Theorems 2.18 and 3.4, Dodziuk and Patodi [7] proved that for a 
closed manifold X the eigenvalues of the combinatorial Laplacian AC converge 
to the corresponding eigenvalues of the analytic Laplacian A if the mesh 7 of the 
triangulation K tends to zero. It is completely clear that the same method works 
equally well in the bounded case. For 0-cochains this has already been proved 
by Dodziuk [6]. So, we recall some of the facts without proof. 
The Laplacian A = Sd + dS acting on q-forms f~ AaQ, i.e., on smooth 
q-forms f satisfying the boundary conditions (l.l), is self-adjoint. There is a 
complete orthonormal system {vi} of eigenforms in L2A~ satisfying the boundary 
conditions (1 .I). Let &(A) C .A,‘i’ be the eigenspace corresponding to the eigen- 
value A. For X $ 0, &*(A) d ecomposes into the eigenspace &&q(h) C Sfli+’ of Sd 
and the eigenspace 8*4(A) C d/l-’ of dS and d is an isomorphism of Gdq(X) onto 
&i”(X). The same holds for the combinatorial Laplacian AC acting on 
C*(K, L,; L,). Therefore, it is enough to consider the eigenvalues of Sd and 
SCdC, respectively. 
Let 0 < A, < A, < ... ---f + co be the nonzero eigenvalues of Sd acting on 
S&’ and let 0 < Arc < X,C ,< ... < A mC be the nonzero eigenvalues of Scdc 
acting on SCC”+~(K, L,; L,). 
The eigenvalue hi is determined by the mini-max principle of Courant 
(4.1) 
where V runs through the i-dimensional subspaces of (9’ E SAq+l / ptan = 0 on 
Ml and (do),,,, = 0 on M,). The analogous finite-dimensional mini-max 
principle for SY?J+~(K, L,; L,) determines the eigenvalue &C. 
Let Hi,d be the completion of Srl~+l with respect to the norm 
and let Wf,, C H;4,a be the closed subspace spanned by the Czo q-forms v E SA~+l 
which satisfy vtar, = 0 on Mr and (dp)nosm = 0 on M, . It is clear that the 
i-dimensional subspace in (4.1) can also vary in W:,, . 
LEMMA 4.2. We haae 
WSCCa+l(K, L,; L,) C Wl(fd 
and for every a E O(K, L,; L,) 
dT,Wa = Wdca. 
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Proof. Let g E Aq+l such that supp(g) C X - (MI u M,). Then for every 
a E O(K, L,; L,) it follows from (2.9) that 
(Wd%z, g) = ( wfz, Sg) = (T,W& %9; 
i.e., WdCa is the weak exterior derivative of T,Wu. From Agmon [1] it follows 
that TsWu E Wz,, and dT,Wu = Wd%. 
Let V, C &.W1 be the subspace spanned by the eigenforms v1 ,..., v1 of 6d and 
let V,C C ScCq+l be the corresponding subspace spanned by the eigencochains 
a, Ye.., a, of Gcdc. Define the linear mappings R,: V, -+ SK’q+l(K, L,;L,) and 
B,: VLc -+ H& by 
R, = T,cA and B, = T,W. 
Theorems 2.18 and 3.4 imply that there exists a constant C, independent of K, 
a, cp, and I, such that for k > N/2 + 1 
(1) II v - W&p, II < W + VII v IL PE Vl> 
(2) II Wu - B,a II < Crl I log rl I (1 + (VW II a II> a E Vf, 
(3) R, is injective if C7(1 + h,)” < 1, (4.3) 
(4) B, is injective if CT 1 log 7 I (1 + (XIC)1/2) < 1. 
We [71.) 
The application of the mini-max principle and (4.3) leads to the main theorem 
of Dodziuk and Patodi concerning the eigenvalue convergence. The proof is 
exactly the same as that for the closed case and we refer the reader to [7]. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Dodziuk and Patodi). There exists a constant C, > 0, in- 
depend& of K, such that 
(1) v < w + Cldl + w> if Crl(l + hi)” < +, 
(2) A, e w + Cl7 I h rl I (1 + wY’“N 
if CT I log 7 I (1 + (&“>“2) < i, 
for 1 = I, 2,.... For l$xed, h,C conzcerges to I& us rl tends to zero. 
DEFINITION 4.5. The combinatorial zeta function &C(S) of the combinatorial 
Laplacian d,C acting on Cq(K, L,; L,) is defined by 
&C(S) = Tr((A,c + H,C)-“) - dim Z,,C 
= ,c,, w-“7 
se 
where &C runs over all positive eigenvalues of A,c. 
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Let &(s) = C+.,, (A&s, Re(s) > N/2, be the zeta function of the Laplacian 
4g acting on (14. Then Theorem 4.4 implies the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.6 (Dodziuk and Patodi). For every 0 < q < N the combinatorial 
zeta functions t,“(s) converge, uniformly on every compact subset of the half plane 
Re(s) > :V/2, to the zeta function t,(s) as the mesh v(K) tends to zero. 
For the proof see [7]. As is shown in [7], the convergence of eigenvalues implies 
the convergence of eigenforms. The proof extends without any change to the 
bounded case. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Dodziuk and Patodi). Let k > N/2 + 1 and let X = h, = 
. . . = h, be a nonxero eigenvalue of Sd acting on &l~+l having multiplicity n - I f  I 
Let y  E 6,q(h) and /I 9” // = 1. Then, there exist real numbers at ,,.., cy, such that 
llP’-~(~~jaj)ll~C~rl(l+h) 9 ktl 
where C, > 0 depends only on max{I h - h,_, /, I h - h,+l I} and a, ,..., a, are 
orthogonal eigencochains with respect to /\. 
For the proof see [7]. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF THE GREEN’S OPERATOR AND THE RESOLVENT 
In this section we prove that the approximation theory developed in the 
preceding sections can be applied to solve the Laplace equation 
explicitly. 
A% =f, fEA@, 
More precisely, let UC be the solution of the linear equation Aea = Af. Then 
Wue converges to u in L2Aq if the mesh 7 = r)(K) approaches zero. In the case 
of the Laplacian A0 acting on C”-functions Cm(X) this is well known, since it 
falls completely within the framework of the finite-element method. 
For instance, consider the Dirichlet problem on X. Let f belong to L2(X). 
Then we want to solve the problem 
Au =f, UIY =a (5.1) 
for u E &l(X), where &l(X) denotes the closure of Com(X - Y) in the Sobolev 
space W(X). As usual, (5.1) can be reformulated as a variational problem. Let 
a(u, v) be the bilinear form on @(X) x &l(X) defined by 
a(u, v) = (du, dv). 
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Then, the solution of (5.1) is that function u of fir(X) which minimizes the 
energy functional 
Fe4 = +, 74 - 2(f, 4 
and the Ritz method determines the approximate finite-element solution uh 
as the function which minimizes F over the finite-dimensional subspace 
FVCO(K, L,) C I@(X). But from (2.5) it follows that 
a( Wc, WC) = (dWc, dWc) = (Wdcc, Wdcc), 
for every cochain c E Co. Let PC be the orthogonal projection of L2(X) onto the 
subspace WCO(K,L,). Then, the minimum uh of F on the subspace WC@ is 
attained for the solution UC of Gcd% = PCj. Since a(u, V) is symmetric, it follows 
that 
a(u - UC, VI) = 0 
for every w E WC0 and this implies that 
a(u - UC, 24 - UC) < a(u - v, u - w) (5.2) 
for every z, E WCO. Moreover, the energy norm a(u - w, u - V) is equivalent to 
the Sobolev norm /I u - ZI 11; . Hence, (5.2) is equivalent to 
II 24 - UC Ill < c II u - v Ill 
for every ZI E WCO. Then forfE H”(X), k > N/2 + 2, it follows from Theorem 
2.13 and Corollary 2.14 that 
II u - uc 111 < C II u - WA IL d %(llfllk + II dflld 
We remark that Au is defined, since u is continuous by the Sobolev lemma and 
the regularity theorem for elliptic equations. 
However, for 4 > 0 we have to use the quadratic form 
a@, u) = (du, du) + (au, Su) 
on I&l&(X, E,,) and there is no comparison result for SC and 6. Again, we are 
forced to restrict ourselves to lid acting on S/l ~+l. But now the proof breaks down, 
since in general T,W: MY-t1 --t S/l*+1 fails to be injective. This is the reason why 
the proof for the corresponding result in the case Q > 0 is more technical. 
Let G be the Green’s operator defined on Cm forms 9 by 
AGp=p,- Hp 
DEFINITION 5.3. The combinatorial Green’s operator Ge on cochains 
a E Cq(K, L,; L,) is defined as the unique cochain GCa which satisfies 
AcGca = a - HCa, 
where HC is the harmonic projection. 
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Consider the operators (GCdC)-1: ~cC*+~ + BcCQ+~ and ($Sc)-1: &Cg-1 + 
dWg-l. As a first remark we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. There exists a constant C > 0, independent of K, such that 
Il(~“W1 II, Il(dcq-l II, and II GC Ij are bounded by C. 
The lemma follows immediately from Theorem 4.4. 
LEMMA 5.5. There is a constant C, independent of K, such that 
llw-‘~dc II1 @yTg (I < c. 
Proof. For a E Cq(K, L,; L,) we have 
II(lT,%z II2 = ((dcSc)-lTdcu, T&z) < jl(dc8c)-1 11 11 a 11’. 
The same holds for (SC)-~T,C. 
The approximation theorem for the Green’s operator will follow from a series 
of propositions. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Letf E (14 and k > N/2 + 1. Then 
II W4-1T,cAf - d-lTcif II < CT llf Ilk. 
Proof. Let f = Hf + dv, + i%v, , v1 E &lq, v2 E drlq, be the Hodge 
decomposition off.Then Tdf = dvl and Adv, = dCAv, E d%‘q-l, i.e., T,CAdv, = 
Adv, . From Lemma 5.5 and Theorems 2.13 and 2.18 it follows that 
/I W(dc)-lT$Af - W(dC)-ITdcAT,f jl 
< CII WT2Af - WAT,f II 
< Cl1 WTZAf - Tdf II + Cl1 WAT,f - Tdfll G Cr) llflltc . 
Moreover, we have 
W(dc)-lT,cAT,f = W(dC)-ldCAv, = WT$‘Av, 
and by Theorem 2.18 
II WT,CAv, - T% II d C II VI Ilk . 
Now, observe that T,v, = vu1 = d-lT,f and 11 d-lTdfljk < C/If Ilk . 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let f E A”;’ and k > N/2 + I. Then we have 
jj W(S)-’ T,cAf - 6-lT,f II < C?7+1/2 II f Ilk . 
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Proof. First, observe that (SC)-’ T,cAf E dCC@ and therefore W(SC)-l T,cAf E 
dA~-l. Now, let 4 E Arq be any C” q-form with boundary conditions I,& = 0 
on MI and $norm = 0 on M2 . Then, using Eq. (2.9) and Lemma 5.5, 
l(W(W TcPAf, WA?4 - (S-lT,f, $)I 
= J(WT,cAf, W(dc)-l TdcA#) - (TBf, LF~T,I/)I 
< Co II WTzAf - T&l II WA+ II + Co Ml II VW1 T24 - d-lT,$ II 
G Grl llf Ilk II *l/k + G? If /I II4 Ilk < G Ilf Ilk II ?J II& * (5-V 
By the last but one inequality we used the estimation 
II WA+ II d II W4 - $ II + II # II G ‘2 II # lllc + II 4 II 
G C(1 + 17) II rt llle .
Since 11 W(Sc)-l TcAf II < C llfllk by Lemma 5.5, it follows that 
I(W(@)-’ TzAf - S-lT,f, S-‘T,f >I < C’I llf Ilk II S-lT,f Ilk d ‘3 Ilf Ilit. (5.9) 
Furthermore, we have 
11 W(Sc)-l TcAf iI2 = (WT,cAf, W(Scdc)-l T,CAf). 
Then, using Theorem 2.18 and Lemma 5.4, it follows that 
(5.10) 
I(WT2Af - Taf, W(Scdc)-’ T$Af )I G Crl llf II% . (5.11) 
Now, let f = Hf + dq + SW, , v, E Sk-r, va E dAq@, be the Hodge decomposi- 
tion off. Then we have TGf = SW, and, using (2.9), we obtain 
(T,f, W(Scdc)-l T,cAf) = (Sv, , W(Scdc)-l T,cAf) 
(vZ , Wdc(Scdc)-1 T,cAf) = (vZ , W(Sc)-l T,cAf). 
From Theorem 2.18 and Lemma 5.5 it follows that 
Ih 3 WW1 T2Af - S-lT,f )I < ‘2 llf Ilk II =z lllc < C’I Ilf II: > 
since vs = S-lT,f. This, together with (5.10) and (5.1 l), implies 
I II WV1 TZAf II2 - II S-lT,f II2 I d CT Ilf II; . (5.12) 
Since /) u - v [I2 < 1 Ij u iI2 - I\ v (I2 j + 2 I(u - v, v)l, the proposition follows 
from (5.9) and (5.12). 
We define G,C = (Scdc)-t TsC, G,C = (&SC)-l T&C, GI = (Sd)-1 T6 and 
G, = (dS-l Td . Then we have G,C + G,C = GC and Gr + G2 = G. 
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PROPOSITION 5.13. Let f  E (19 and k > N/2 + 1. Then 
II WGlcAf - Glfll d CF llflll, . 
Proof. We have by Theorem 2.13 and Proposition 5.7 
/j WG,cAf - W(dc)-l AS-lT,flj < C II W(C?~)-~ T,OAf - WAS-lT,f j/ 
< C 11 W(Sc)-l T,cAf - S-lT,f /J + C 11 WAS-lT,f - S-lT,fJj 
-G CF llf Ilk - 
Since S-lT,f E dAq, it follows that AS-lT,f E dCCq and therefore 
Ij W(dc)-1 AS-lT,f - d-l(S-lT,f)jj < C, 11 S-lT,f Ilk 
G Cl7 Ilf Ilk * 
PROPOSITION 5.14. Let f  E A” and k > N/2 + 1. Then 
II WG$Af - G2f II < CV~‘~ Ilf Ilk. 
Proof. Let f  = Hf + dvI + Sv, , vl E SAq, vz E dAq, be the Hodge decom- 
position. Then Tdf = dv, and T,cAdvv, = Adv, . Furthermore, using Lemma 
5.4 and Theorems 2.13 and 2.18, 
II WG2Af - WGl-ATdf II d II GC II II WT2Af - WAT,f II ,< C, Ilf Ilk. 
Moreover, W(Sc)-l (dc)-l AT,f = W(Sc)-1 (dc)-1 dcAv, = W(Sc)-l T,oAv, , 
S-lq = Gsf, and II W(Sc)-l T,CAv, - S-Iv, I/ < C$/z I/ vI lllc < C+iz j/f Ilk . 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.15. Let K be any smooth triangulation of X with fullness 
B(K) > 8, > 0 and let rl = T(K) be the mesh of K. Let f  E Aq and let k > N/2 + 1. 
Then 
II WGcAf - Gf II < W” Ilf Ilk > 
where the constant C is independent of K. 
We now study the convergence of the corresponding resolvents. Let the 
operators DC and D be defined by 
DC=Ac+Hc, D=A+H. (5.16) 
Then (DC)-” = ((9)” + Hc and D-” = G” + H. Let R > 0 be a constant 
such that 
IIP-’ II 9 R and 11 D-1 )I < R. 
60712813-6 
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LEMMA 5.17. Let R’ > R and let k > N/2 + 1. There exists a constant C, 
independent of K, such that for 1 5 1 < l/R’ and every f E Aq 
II W(DC + 5v1 Af - (D + r;Ff II < cv If Ilk * 
Proof. Let n >, 1. It follows from Theorem 5.15 that 
11 W(GC)" Af - G”f 11 < Ij Gc 11 II W(Gc)n-l Af - G’+lfjl 
+ 11 WGcAG”-lf - G(G”-lf)ll 
< R 11 W(GC)~-~ Af - G”-lfI/ + C+ I\ G”-lfI\, 
< R 11 W(Gc)+l Af - G”-lf (I + R”-1C?71/2 /If Ilk . 
The last estimate follows from 11 G”-‘flj, = \I(1 + A)” G+lfII and [A, Gj = 0. 
By induction we obtain 
11 W(Gc)” Af - G”f I/ < nR”-1Cq1/2 II f  /Ik 
and, using Theorem 2.18, we have 
/I W(Dc)-n Af - D-‘f 11 < nRn-1CIT1/2 Ilflll, . 
The series 
(5.18) 
and 
(DC + W)-’ = f (-5)” (DC)-(n+l) 
Pl=O 
(D + [I)-1 = 2 (-4-p D--(n+1) 
n-0 
converge absolutely for j 5 I < l/R and we obtain 
II wp + U)-’ Af - (D + WPf II 
d cl+‘2 11 f Ilk f  (n + 1) I 5 1% R” = CI$‘~ (1 _ ,‘[ I R)2 i\f Ilk. 
12=0 
THEOREM 5.19. Let b > 0 and k > N/2 + 1. There exists a constant C > 0, 
independent of K, such that for every f  E AQ 
II We-tDcAf - e-tDf II < CF2 Ilf IlK+2, 
uniformly for 0 < t < b. 
Proof. First, we remark that for u E A9 
$ We-tDe(Dc + <I)-1 Au = - We-@DC(DC + [I)-” Au 
= - We-@(I - {(DC + [1)-l) Au. 
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The same formula holds for (d/dt) dPD(D + (1)-l. Therefore, it follows that 
$ We-(t-s)DC DC ( + [Z)-’ Ae-“D(D + 5Z)-’ u 
= (We-‘t-s’DC&sD(D + lI)-” - We-lt-s)De(Dc + &‘I)-’ ,&-SD) u 
= Wec(t-S)DcA[(D + cZ)pl - W(DC + <I)-’ A] epsDu. 
Now, let Re(<) > 0 and / 5 1 < 1 /R. Integrating by s and using Lemma 5.17, we 
obtain 
\/ W(Dc + <1)-l A(bD - We-tDcA)(D + 51)-l u jj 
< 
s 
t/I We-(t-s)DcA((D + <Z)-l - W(DC + [I)-’ A) e-SDu /; ds 
0 
< ot jj((D + cZ)-’ - W(DC + <Z)p’ A) e-sDu j/ ds 
s 
< c7y2 
s 
,: 11 cSDu Ilk ds < tC$‘2 /I u Ilk . (5.20) 
Moreover, we have for every o E Ag 
jl W(DC + <1)-l ertDcAw - WedtDeA(D + [Z)-l v  11 
= I/ We-tD’A(W(DC + 51)-l v  - (D + [1)-l n)\j < Cq112 jJ F /II; (5.21) 
and 
I/ W(DC + [Z)-’ AeetDv - ectD(D + <1)-l v  11 < c$/* (I v  Ilk . (5.22) 
Now, (5.20) to (5.22) imply that 
il(We-tDcA - ebD)(D + <Z)-l v  jj < (t + 1) C$/2 11 z, Ilk+* 
and therefore 
jl(We-tDCA - e-tD)fll < (t + 1) C$” iIfllk+2. (5.23) 
COROLLARY 5.24. Let k > N/2 + 1 and let Re({) > 0. Then, there exists a 
constant C’, independent of K and 5, such that for every f  E ilq 
II WC@ + W’ Af - (D + W’f II < C’(lP(S) + (1/Re(5))2) II f lIlc-.L qlix 
Proof. We use the inversion formulas (see [lo]) 
(D + <1)-l = Lm e-cte-tD dt, W3 > 0, 
(DC + 51)-l = Ioa e-%z-tDc dt, Re({) > 0 
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Then it follows from (5.23) that 
11 W(Dc + (I)-’ Af - (D + ~I)-‘fll < lrn e-Re(C)t (1 We-@Af - e-““‘ll dt 
< Cy1’2 Ilfllk+, IO@= e+ Re(C)t(t + 1) dt 
G C’WW + WWY) F Ilfllk+2. 
Let r be the curve in the complex plane which goes from - cc to - 1 on the ray 
arg(h) = 7r, then clockwise around the unit circle and then from -1 to --cc 
on the ray arg(h) = -n. The resolvent (D - xl)-l satisfies 
IIP - w1 II < c I h I-l, Re(h) < II D-l II. 
After muliplying D with some constant c > 0 we can suppose that 11 D-1 I/ > 1. 
Therefore, the integral 
Ds = & j. Xs(D - AI)-l dh 
r 
(5.25) 
converges for Re(s) < 0. The same holds for the combinatorial resolvent 
(DC - hl)-l. Since II(D j[ tends to I/ D-1 11 if the mesh v(K) approaches zero, 
we can suppose that, after multiplying DC with the same constant c > 0, we 
have ll(Dc)-1 II > 1. Again, the integral 
(Dc)~ = & 1 hS(Dc - X1)-l d/l 
l- 
(5.26) 
converges for Re(s) < 0. Let A be the constant occurring in Lemma 5.17 and 
let r’ be the curve which arises from r by the deformation sending - 1 to - 1/2R 
and the unit circle to the circle with radius 1/2R. Since the spectrum of DC and D 
lies inside I’, r may be replaced by r’ by Cauchy’s theorem. Let S be the circle 
of radius 1/2R. Then it follows from the proof of Lemma 5.17 that 
I/ W j-s Xs(Dc - AI)-1 dA Af - Is X8(0 - AZ-l dhfll 
< cpy2 3 ’ s, I X8 I dh llflll, = GF2 Ilfllk: . 
Then Corollary 5.24 implies that for Re(s) < 0 and everyf E (14 we have 
< C,$/2 l\flll, + C’e-2na1m(s)(l/Re(S))(2R)-Re(sJ q1j2 llflla+2 . 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.27. Let k > if’/2 + 1. For every compact subset V in the half 
plane Re(s) < 0 there exists a constant C, independent of K, such that for every 
fEfl” 
for s E v. 
6. REIDEMEISTER TORSION 
In this section we describe the R-torsion introduced by Reidemeister and 
Franz and summarize some of its basic properties. For all details and especially 
for the topological relevance of the R-torsion we refer the reader to Milnor [13]. 
The R-torsion can be defined for every compact oriented Riemannian mani- 
fold. Let X be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension N with 
boundary 3X = Y (which may be empty), and let (K, L) be the simplicial 
complex of a smooth triangulation of (X, Y). Moreover, let p: rr(X) --f O(n) 
be a representation of the fundamental group of X by orthogonal matrices with 
associated flat vector bundle E, and local system L, . Consider the absolute 
cochain complex of K with coefficients in L, 
CO(K; L,) --5P Cl(K; L,) -5 * * * dC CN(K; L,). 
Let u1 ,..., urn be the set of p-simplexes of K and let 4, ,..,, 5, E I$” be an ortho- 
normal base of EP. Then the vectors cii = oi @ vj , i = l,..., m, j = I ,..., n, 
where vui is the flat section of E, over St(uJ defined by fj , form a preferred base 
of C’I(K, L,). 
Let *&,, = Cf E 4 I f,,,, = 0, df = 0, Sf = O> be the space of harmonic 
forms with absolute boundary conditions. The De Rham map A: A’J(X; E,) -P 
Cq(K, L,) induces an isomorphism 
&q$),, 3 HQ(X; L,) 
(see [19]). We choose for every q an orthonormal base hQ of Z&r, . The image 
Ap(hQ) of hg under the De Rham map defines a preferred base for Hq(X, L,J. 
Furthermore, let bg be a base for the image BP C Cg of C-l under dc and let bg 
be an independent set in C-r such that de&Q’ = bQ. Then (b*, &+l, Ag(hn)) is a 
new base for Cq(K;L,). Let J2q be the matrix of base change from cq to 
(bn, 6q+l, A*(hg)). 
DEFINITION 6.1. The R-torsion am of X with respect to the representation 
p is the positive real number defined by 
logT&) = 5 (-1)Qlog (detQ* I. 
q=o 
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Since a change of the orthonormal base of &‘&,r, is given by an orthonormal 
matrix, the R-torsion or is independent of the choice of one orthonormal base. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that am does not depend on the choice of the bases 
bg for BQ. 
We remark that for a representation p with H*(X,L,) = 0 the R-torsion 
am can be defined in another way which is more convenient for us. The 
preferred base cQ defines an inner product in CQ(K; L,). Let d*: Cg+l -+ Cq be the 
adjoint operator to dc with respect to this inner product and define the operator 
d(C) by d(C) = d*& + dcd*. Then the R-torsion am is given by 
log rx(p) = k 5 (-1)’ q log 1 det(@)l. 
fZ=O 
(6.2) 
For the proof see [19]. This formula can be rewritten using the zeta function for 
d(C). Let I;a)(s) = Tr((Ar))-S) = C (hr))-” be the corresponding zeta function. 
Then we have 
(6.3) 
Now, we summarize the basic properties of the R-torsion. 
(1) The R-torsion am is invariant under subdivision. Since any two 
smooth triangulations are equivalent, the R-torsion is independent of the choice 
of a smooth triangulation [19, Proposition 3.71. 
(2) Let X be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension. 
Then 
1% T*(P) = 0 (6.4) 
for every representation p. 
(3) Let X and Y b e c osed 1 oriented Riemannian manifolds, pr: nr(X) + 
O(n) and ps: rr(Y) + O(m) any two representations of the corresponding 
fundamental groups. Then 
1% TXXY(P1 0 PA = x(X; L,,) log T&J + xw, LDJ 1% T&)9 (6.5) 
where x(X; LPI) and x(Y; Los) are the Euler characteristics of the corresponding 
cochain complexes. 
(4) Let Ml and MS be closed Riemannian manifolds with the same univer- 
sal covering manifold ii!? such that the Riemannian metrics on M, and M, lift to 
the same metric on il?l. Suppose the fundamental group rl(M,) is a subgroup 
of rl(MJ. For any representation p: rl(Ml) -+ O(n) we obtain the induced 
representation 
U(P): 4W - O(4 
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of n,(lMa) on the vector space V of all maps 4: or -+ IF!? which satisfy 
Then 
In the case of a representation p with H*(X,L,) = 0, the proofs of properties 
(2), (3), and (4) are contained in [14], [I 11, and [17], resp. But using these papers, 
it is easy to prove (2) to (4) in the general case. We prove only (2) and (4); (3) is 
more or less similar. 
Proof of (2). Let K’ be the barycentric subdivision of K. For every q-simplex 
u of K the dual (N - q)-cell *u of (T is defined as the union of all simplexes in K 
whose lowest vertex is u. The dual cells form a complex, the dual cell complex 
K* of K. The one-one correspondance (T~J *u defines an isomorphism Da of 
C,(K; L,) onto CN-q(K*; L,). Moreover, we have on C,,, 
D,a = (- l)N-q+l dD,,, . (6.7) 
Let A, be the map A, = (-l)(N--l)~‘(D&l AN-a* of &?‘g into C,(K,L,), where 
AN-Q is the De Rham map of AN-q onto CN-*(K*; L,). A, satisfies 
A,-,6 = aA, 
and induces an isomorphism of &+ onto H&X; L,). Now, choose a base b, = 
(bai) for every BP = aC,+, and let 6, = (bqi) b e a set of independent vectors in 
with & i = b I Further, let hg be an orthonormal base of &+. Then 
ccd,::6,, , A,;hg)) ’ * ’ ISa base of C,(K; L,) and let Q* be the matrix of change from 
this base to the preferred base (ui @ tj), w h ere ui runs through the q-simplexes 
of Kand 5, ,..., E, is an orthonormal base of [w”. Then it follows as in [19, p. 2061 
that 
log TX(~) = 5 (- l)*+l log 1 det @ I. 
Q=O 
(6.8) 
Using (6.7) and the definition of A, , it follows that the base of CN-Q(K*; L,) 
which corresponds to (b, ,6,-r , A,(hg)) under the isomorphism D, is of the 
form (bN+‘, bN-g+l, AN-a(hN-q)), where bN-* is a base of BN-q = dCN-q-l and 
dEy-n+l = bj?++l and, if ON-Q is the matrix of change from (bN+, @~+r, 
A’:-Q(hN-g)) to the preferred base of CN-Q(K*; L,), determined by the (N - q)- 
cells of K* and the orthonormal base E1 ,..., 5, of lfP, then we have 
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Therefore we obtain 
log T&) = 5 (- l),+l log 1 det 524 1 
q=o 
= i. (- l)g+l log 1 det @‘-g ] 
= (-l)N-l 5 (-l)N-glog 1 detaN-q 1 
9=0 
= (- l)N-l log det T&). 
Proof of (4). Let Gr = nr(M,) and let G, = ~~(~a). Suppose that Gr is a 
subgroup of G, of index Y. If {c+} is a set of representatives for the cosets G,/G, , 
then G, = ul=, Grak . Let p be any representation of Gr in O(n) and let V be the 
vector space of all maps 4: G, --f W satisfying 
4(gd = dgd $(g>, g, E G - 
The induced representation U(p): G, ---f GL( V) is defined by 
~(P)kz> a> = h%>, g,EG,. 
Since a map 4 is determined by its values on the elk , T4 = &, $(a*) defines an 
isomorphism of V onto WV. Let p(g) = p(g) if g E Gr , p(g) = 0 if g E Gr and 
define the representation R of G, on W by 
Then a computation shows that TU(p)(g) + - R(g) T$ (see [19]). 
Let / Kr I--+ Mr and 1 K, I--+ M, be smooth triangulations such that the 
universal coverings x1 and R, are isomorphic to a fixed smooth triangulation 
Z? of A?. Every cochain c E CQ(K,; L,) can be considered as a linear map of 
C,(J?; R) into W which satisfies c(g,a) = p(gJ c(a), g, E Gr , (I a q-simplex. 
Similarly, C*(Kz; L,(,,) can be identified with the space of maps c” of C,JR; R) 
into llPr satisfying Z(gu) = R(g) c”(u), g E G2 . For c E Cg(Kl; L,) define SC, 
using these identifications, by 
SC(U) = 6 C(fYkU). 
k=l 
Since c satisfies c(glu) = p(gr) c(u), g, E Gr , it follows that 
Wgu) = WWW 
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Therefore, S defines a map of CY(Kr;L,) into C*(K2;Lv(,,)) which is obviously 
injective. For c” = @ cj in Cq(K,; L,(,,) it follows that c, is in C*(Kr;Lp) and 
SC, = c”. Thus S is an isomorphism. Moreover, S commutes with the cobound- 
ary d, since d acts componentwise. 
In [19, p. 1591 it is shown that there exists a similar isomorphism S of 
Aq(lM,; E,) onto Ag(M,; Et,(,)) which commutes with the Laplacians. 
Let A and A’ be the corresponding De Rham maps. Consider a q-form on i@ 
with values in [Wn, which satisfies f(g,x) = p(gi)f(x), g, E G1 . Then 
Therefore, if hQ is a base of the harmonic q-forms .%?*(EJ, then S(hq) is a base 
of Zq(EUcp,) and the cocycles A*(h*) and A’q(S(h*)) correspond under the 
isomorphism S. Now, choosing appropriate bases for dCQ(K,;L,) and 
dCq(K2;Lu(,j) which correspond under S, (4) follows immediately from the 
definition of the R-torsion. 
By property (I), the R-torsion defined above depends only on the Riemannian 
structure of X. The following theorem, proved by Ray and Singer [19], describes 
the dependence on the Riemannian metric explicitly. For the proof we refer to 
r191. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let g, be a one-parameter family of Riemannian metrics on X, 
for which the normal direction to the boundary is the same. Let Hug be the projection 
onto the space of harmonic forms ~4’“,,,~,, with respect tog, and let CL = *;’ (d/du)*). 
Then 
-$ log T,&) = 2 (-l)q Tr(aH,q). 
g=o 
7. THE ANALYTIC TORSION 
We give a short exposition of the analytic torsion and its basic properties. 
The details can be found in [19]. 
The analytic torsion T,(p) of a compact oriented Riemannian manifold X was 
introduced by Ray and Singer [19]. TX(p) is defined as a formal analog of the 
R-torsion, substituting the De Rham complex of X with coefficients in ED 
for the cochain complex C*(K, L,) and using the Laplacian on AQ instead of 
dp). Of course, the definition is inspired by formula (6.3). 
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Suppose X is a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension N, 
whose boundary is the disjoint union of two submanifolds M1 and M, . Let Ag 
be the Laplacian acting on A&X; E,,), the space of Cm q-forms satisfying the 
boundary conditions (1.1) and let HP be the harmonic projection. The zeta 
function of A’ is defined by 
c,(s) = 1 (h,)+ = Tr((Aq + Hq)-S) - dim &‘g 
A,>0 
1 OZ =- 
s r(s) 0 
ts-l Tr(e+@ - HP) dt 
(7.1) 
for Re(s) > N/2, h w ere h, runs over the positive eigenvalues of Ag. By a deep 
result of Seeley [22] the zeta function tg(s) has a meromorphic continuation onto 
@ which is holomorphic in s = 0. This fact together with formula (6.3) motivates 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 7.2. The analytic torsion T,(p) of X with respect to the repre- 
sentation p is the positive real number defined by 
Ray and Singer [19] proved that the analytic torsion T,(p) satisfies the same 
functorial properties as the R-torsion. In [19] the proofs are only given for the 
case of an representation p for which the cohomology of X with coefficients in L, 
vanishes. But the same arguments work without many changes in the general 
case. We include some remarks about the proofs. 
(1) Let X be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension. 
Then 
log T,(p) = 0. (7.3) 
The proof is exactly the same as that in [19, Theorem 2.31, repeating all argu- 
ments for the nonzero eigenvalues of 4~. 
(2) Let X and Y be closed oriented Riemannian manifolds and let 
Pl: dW+ O(n), Pz: T(Y) + O(m) be any two representations of the corre- 
sponding fundamental groups. Then 
log ~XXY(P10 Pz) = x(X; ~0,) 1% TY(P2) + x(Y; 4,) 1% OX- (7.4) 
where x(X, E,J and x(Y; E,J are the Euler characteristics and X x Y has the 
product metric. 
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Proof. Letp,: X x Y-+Xandp,: X x Y -+ Y denote the projections onto 
the first and second factors, resp. Then we have Ep10,,2 = p*,Eol @p*,E, . 2 
Moreover, the subspace 
of Ar(,y x I-; EPIQI)J is dense. Let fr E Ap(X; E,,) and fi E dg(Y; EP1). We 
denote the wedge product of fi and fi by fi @fi . Since the metric on X x Y 
is the product, we have 
4f, OfJ = WfJ Of2 + fi 0 (4fih 
Therefore, the eigenvalues of A acting on k’(X x Y; E,,B!Ioz) are of the form 
hi + CL, 9 where hi runs through the eigenvalues of A, and c~i through the eigen- 
values of A,. Let NJ/\, X) and N&, Y) be the multiplicities of the eigenvalues 
h and CL, resp. Then the zeta function of d on (1’ is given for Re(s) > (Nr + N,)/2, 
Iv, = dim S, N, = dim Y, by 
5,(s; x x Y) = c 2 (A + cL)p Np(k X) Ng(P, Y) 
n,u P+Q=T 
n+u>o 
and we obtain as in [19, Theorem 2.51 
2 (-l)‘Y&(S, A- x Y) 
7-O 
= c (A + P)FS c c (-lp+* ND@, w NAP, Y) 
A,@ p=o q=o 
hill>0 
Since &=zo (- 1)” N,(A, X) = 0 for h > 0 and xqGo (- 1)R N,(p, Y) = 0 for 
p > 0, it follows that 
N1+N2 
z. (-*)‘m, x x y> = ~o~-s(~o~-ww, X))x(Y; E,,) 
+ c TV-’ u>o : (- ljg aN,(cl, Y)) x(x; E,J Q=o 
This identity also holds for the meromorphic extensions. 
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(3) Let J4r and M, be two closed oriented Riemannian manifolds with the 
same universal covering manifold Il?l such that the Riemannian metrics on Ml 
and M, lift to the same metric on ii?. Suppose the fundamental group -rrl(Ml) is a 
subgroup of QT~(M,). Then, for every representation p of rr,(M,), the analytic 
torsion satisfies 
L,(P) = T,I,( m)>, (75) 
where U(p) is the induced representation of r,(M,). 
Proof. In [19, Theorem 2.61 it is shown that there exists an isomorphism 
S of Ag(Ml; E,) onto Ag(M,; E,(,,) commuting with the Laplacians. Then 
(7.5) follows immediately from the definition of the analytic torsion. 
Moreover, there is a variation formula for the analytic torsion [19, Theorem 
7.31. But for a nonempty boundary one is forced to consider instead of T,(p) the 
quotient Tr(p)/Tr(p’) for two representations p and p’ of ml(X). However, in the 
closed case the variation formula is the same as for the R-torsion. The proof is 
almost complete in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [19]. Our remarks here con- 
cern only the nontrivial cohomology H*(X; L,). 
THEOREM 7.6. Let X be a closed oriented manifold of odd dimension N and 
let g, be a one-parameter family of Riemannian metrics on X. Let H,c be the 
projection onto the space of harmonic forms %a with respect to g, and let 01 = 
*;‘(d/du) *). Then 
& log TX(p) = t (- 1)” Tr(OIH,*). 
lJ=O 
Proof. As in [19, Theorem 2.11, let the function f(u, s) be defined by 
f (u, S) = f $ (--l)a q 1: ts-1 Tr(e-t(d’(u)+%‘)) dt 
for Re(s) > N/2. f ( , ) u s ex en s t d t o a meromorphic function in the s-plane. Since 
the dimension of X is odd, we have 
c,(O) = -dim #g([21]) and $ L(s) = 1~2 r(s)(&(s) + dim &‘a). 
Hence f (u, 0) = log TX(p). By [19, Proposition 6.11 
= -t Tr(e-t*(u)d), 
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where d = &d - a6d + d&x - dot& Since 
Tr@-W’++H”)) < Ce-ta, t > t, > 0, 
where C and a are independent of u, we can differentiate under the integral and 
get, as in [19, p. 1531, 
&f(% s) = i z, (-1)‘1 6 tS -$ Tr((e-td” - H*) a) dt. 
Integration by parts gives 
f-f(~, S) = i s i. (- l)Q+l l: P-l Tr(e-t(A’+H”)a) dt 
+ i ST(S) f (- l)g Tr(aH,q). 
q-0 
Since the meromorphic extension of 
1 m __ j 
w 0 
ts-1 Tr(e-t(Aq+H*)) & 
vanishes at s = 0, the meromorphic extension of the first summand vanishes at 
s = 0. Moreover lim s+0 ST(S) = 1 and Theorem 7.6 follows. 
Of course, the coincidence of these functorial properties for both the analytic 
torsion and the R-torsion provides us with more evidence that both invariants 
are equal. 
Now, the approximation theory developed in Sections 2 to 5 and especially 
in Theorem 4.6 suggests the use of the combinatorial analog of analytic torsion 
as a bridge between R-torsion and analytic torsion. Hence we are led to the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 7.7. Let (I K I, / L, u L, I) + (X, fiZr u n/r,) be a smooth 
triangulation. The combinatorial torsion am” of X with respect to the triangu- 
lation (! K 1, j L, u L, 1) is the positive real number defined by 
1% Q(P) = ;qgo (--119 4 g C,C(s) Irco,
where &‘,c(s) is the zeta function of the combinatorial Laplacian d,C acting on 
cw, Ll ; L,). 
Obviously, two problems arise. On the one hand 7x and 7x~ are defined in very 
different ways and there is no a priori relation between them. But this problem 
is not difficult and we postpone it to the end of Section 9. The essential problem 
is to relate the combinatorial torsion TIC to the analytic torsion TX. The main 
difficulty in relating the two invariants comes from the fact that by Theorem 4.6 
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the combinatorial zeta function c,“(s) converges to the analytic one only if Re(s) 
is sufficiently large. Moreover, t*(s) is defined near s = 0 only after a complicated 
procedure of meromorphic extension. 
Therefore, let us consider the singularities of the zeta function c,(s). From 
the construction of the meromorphic extension by Seeley [21] it follows that the 
residues of the poles of c,(s) in s = (N - i)/2, i = 0, l,..., depend only locally 
on the total symbol of d in every coordinate system U, of a given covering. 
Again, let X be closed and consider any two representations pr and p2 of 
nl(X) in O(m). If U C X is a simply connected neighborhood then the restrictions 
of EDI and EO, to U are naturally isomorphic and the Laplacians acting on 
fla( U; EPl) and rl*( U; EJ, resp. coincide. This means that the corresponding 
zeta functions &,D,(s) and [q,D2(s) h ave the same singularities, since the symbols 
coincide on every simply connected neighborhood U. Hence, taking the differ- 
ence, the singularities cancel out and we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let X be a closed Riemannian manifold and let p1 and pz 
be two representations of rrl(X) in O(n). Then 
extends to a function which is holomorphic in @. 
With Theorem 4.6 in mind, one is led to conjecture that the difference of the 
combinatorial zeta functions {qC,Pl (s) - [E,Js) converges to the difference of the 
analytic zeta functions [,&s) - <,,,,(s) for every s E @ if the mesh ‘7 of the 
triangulation K tends to zero. In particular, this would imply that ~~C(p&~~(p~) 
converges to T,(p,)/T,(p,) if 71 approaches zero. 
Our method of verifying this conjecture is what we call the “combinatorial 
parametrix”. This will be the subject of the following section. 
8. THE COMBINATORIAL PARAMETRIX 
Intuitively a combinatorial parametrix should be the following: For every 
smooth triangulation K of X there exists an operator 
satisfying 
E*c(s): L2A’J -+ L2& 
(1) E,c(s) is locally defined with respect to a covering of X. 
(2) For every compact subset V C @ there exists a constant C > 0, 
independent of K, such that 
I Cqc(s) - Tr(EqC(s))l -G C 
for s E I? 
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Of course, the parametrix (423~) Jr A8B(h) dh for the operator (A + H)“, 
defmed by Seeley’s method, has the two properties. But obviously, the con- 
struction of this parametrix cannot be generalized to the combinatorial case, 
since it relies heavily on the fact that we are dealing with pseudodifferential 
operators. So, we have to look for another construction of a parametrix in the 
smooth case which can be used to define an analogous parametrix in combina- 
torial theory. 
Let X be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension N and let 
D = AQ + HP. Let F(X) be a parametrix of order Iz for the operator (D - Xr)-l 
defined in [21]. B’“(h) is the sum of local parametrices B,“(h) with respect to any 
covering of X by coordinate patches 
and the local parametrix B,,” is defined by the symbol equation 
b-&z, - q = I, 
b-,4(% - q + 1 DeNb--2-jDzaaZ-k.cx! = 0, 
iflcf[cf[=Z 
i<l 
(8-l) 
where xi=, a&(~, 5) is the symbol of the Laplace operator (see [21]). Since the 
Laplacian A* is a differential operator with principal symbol 
where &(x, 6) E P( U, x IV+), the estimate of [21, Lemma 21 can be improved 
to 
for K > K(n, 1, 1’) and A E Q, = {z E C j I z I 3 E, I Im(x)l 3 E k(z)} (see [4]) 
and it follows that 
II B”(h) - (D - W’ lL.z, < G,r,dl + I A I)-” P-3) 
for h E Q, and K > K(n, I, I’). 
Now, let (U,} be any covering of X by open subsets such that the closure 
ua of each U, is a Cm submanifold of X with a smooth boundary an= = Y, . 
Let A,Q be the Laplacian on A’J( 77,; E,,). W e consider the boundary value problem 
on iJ= 
Aqf = g, 
f - 0, 
(8.4) 
norm @f hwrm = 0 on Y, . 
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We denote the closure of A,* acting on q-forms f with fnorm = 0, (df),,, = 0 
on Y, by the same symbol. Let .z?~” be the space of harmonic q-forms and let 
H,q be the harmonic projection. Then, we define D,q = Aorq + H,q. Let {F~} 
be a partition of unity subordinated to the covering {U,} and let (&} be a family 
of functions & E Com( U,) such that v&, = pa . Let I’, = supp z,& . Now, take a 
covering {IV,} of X by coordinate patches such that, for every 01, the union of all 
coordinate patches W,, which intersect I’, in a nonempty subset is contained in 
U, and has a positive distance from the boundary Y, . Let {0,> be a partition of 
unity subordinated to the covering {WY} and let {x,,} be a family of functions 
xv E C,““( W,,) such that 0,x, = 0, . For each W, let Byk(h) be the local parametrix 
determined by solving the symbol equation (8.1) with respect to W,, . Since 
WUx&) = TV% and su~~(x&J is contained in the interior of UN, we have 
the same estimate as in (8.2) for D, , i.e., 
II 9dwy~(4 X~ICI~(D~ - ~4 - 9bw oh G cu + I h 11-n (8.5) 
for K > k(n, I, I’) and X E Q, . Summing over y implies 
II QY4 1claPa - W - ~a%, G CO + I A I>-” w-5) 
for K > k(n, 1,Z’) and h E Qn, . C depends on 1 I’, and k. 
Now, we remark that the resolvent (D, - X1)-l of the elliptic boundary value 
problem (8.4) has a smooth kernel outside the diagonal of i7= x .!7= for Re(X) < 0. 
This can be seen as follows. The fundamental solution eptDa of the heat equation 
(a/at) u + D,u = 0 on g, with the boundary conditions (8.4) has for t > 0 a 
smooth kernel P(x, y, t) which satisfies the estimate 
I D,6D,Bp(x, y, t)l 6 Ct-(~+l~l+I~I)/2~-c~z(~.~)lt 
for every 6, /3. p(x, y) is the geodesic distance. From the inversion formula 
(D, i- xl)-’ = iom ectAectD dt, Re(X) 2 0 
we obtain for x # y the estimate 
Grn s 0 e- tRe(~)t-(N+(SI+1Bl)/2e-c~z(~,y)/t dt < C. 
Hence, the integral jz e@P(x, y, t) dt converges absolutely for x # y and 
defines a smooth double form. It follows that the operator ya(D, - AI)-l( 1 - I,,&) 
has a smooth kernel. Using lj(D, - AI)-l Ijl,l < C, / h l-l, we obtain from (8.6) 
the estimate 
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Since the parametrix B”(h) is a pseudodifferential operator of finite order, it 
follows that the operator q$“(h)( 1 - I,&) has order -co and that 
for k > K(n, 1, I’) and h E Q, . Together with (8.3) this implies 
for every K E IV, K > k(n, 1, 2’) and h E Q, . By the Sobolev lemma it follows that 
the operator 
P = (D - U-l - 1 c&(D, - /u-l /Jo 
has for every Y, s E Iw a continuous extension 
According to the Schwartz kernel theorem, P is an operator with a smooth kernel. 
Let r be the path which goes from --03 to --I on the ray arg(X) = T, then 
clockwise around the unit circle, then from - 1 to -co on the ray arg(X) = --rr. 
Because of (8.9) the integral 
P, = & 1 As 
r ( 
(D - M-l - c cp,(D, - AI)-1 a& dA 
a 1 
converges for every s E C. Of course, we have multiplied D and D, by appropriate 
constants such that the spectrum lies in (1, co). Moreover, for every ME N and 
Re(s) > -44, the operator P, has a continuous extension 
for arbitrary k, 1 E R. Again, according to the Schwartz kernel theorem, P, is an 
integral operator with a Cm kernel. 
DEFINITION 8.10. Let {U,) be a covering of X as above. Then the para- 
metrix E,(s) is defined by 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem. 
6071N3-7 
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THEOREM 8.11. For every s E C, the operator 
D-s - E,(s) 
is an integral operator with smooth kernel. 
This suggests defining the combinatorial parametrix EaC(s) in an analogous 
way. 
Let K be a smooth triangulation of X and let {U,} be a covering of X by open 
subsets such that the closure ae of each lJ, is a submanifold with a smooth 
boundary and the triangulation K induces for every 01 a smooth triangulation 
(I K, I, 1 L, I) -+ ( ua , aaN). Such a covering will be called admissible. 
Let A:,,: Cn(K,; L,) -+ O(K,; L,) be the combinatorial Laplacian and let 
IV,: O(K,; L,) -+ L2A*( U,; E,) be the Whitney map with respect to K, . 
Finally, define DpC+ = A& + Hi,, , where Hi,, is the harmonic projection onto 
ker A,“,, . 
DEFINITION 8.12. For every s E @, the combinatorial parametrix E,C(s) is 
defined by 
Eat(s) = C PP~P,“J~ 4 3 
a 
where {~JJJ is a partition of unity and {I,&} is a family of functionS I& E COm(U,) 
satisfying v&o! = va . 
Remark 1. The parametrix E,C(s) defined in this way does not have exactly 
property (l), stated at the beginning of this section. In order to obtain an operator 
on L2Ag we should replace in (8.12) the De Rham map A by the orthogonal 
projection of L2Aq( U,; E,) onto the sybspace WCg(K,; L,). But we prefer the 
parametrix (8.12), since it is easier to handle. The trace of E*c(s) is then defined 
by 
Tr(E,W = C (Eqc(s) Wal , WaJ, (8.13) 
I 
where {al} is any orthonormal base of C@(K;L,). The definition is of course 
independent of the choice of an orthonormal base (al}. 
Remark 2. If K’ is any iterated standard subdivision of K, then the two 
properties demanded for the covering {U,} are also fullfilled for the triangulation 
K’. Hence, there are triangulations K of X of arbitrary small mesh 7 for which 
the fixed covering {U,} is admissible. In the following we will only consider 
triangulations K of X which are admissible for a fixed covering {U,}. 
It is quite obvious from Theorem 4.6 that the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 8.14. For every 0 < q < N, the sequence of holomorphic 
functions 
LW - Tr(E*c(4) 
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converges uniformly on every compact subset of the half plane Re(s) > N/2 to the 
holomorphic function 
L,(s) - Tr(GN) 
as the mesh q(K) tends to zero. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6 it is enough to prove the proposition for Tr(E,C(s)). 
For Re(s) > N/2 the operator E,(s) has a continuous kernel and by definition 
‘W4(sN = C Tr(dDa4)-S J&J, (8.15) 
where D,g acts on (1,“(U,; ED). Consider the spectrum of (Ad), acting on &lP,+r. 
Let v1 ,..., va ,... be a sequence of orthonormal eigenforms for (ad), satisfying 
the boundary conditions (&,orm = 0, (d&,,, = 0. Then we have 
where /\r runs through the eigenvalues of (ad), . Let 6 > 0, E > 0, and 
Re(s) 3 N/2 + 6. The series &,Js) converges absolutely on this half plane. 
Hence, there exists m = m(E, 6) such that 
Let {al} be an orthonormal base of eigencochains for (Scdc), acting on 
G,cCQ+l(K,;L,) and let hLC be the corresponding eigenvalues. Let h = h, = 
. . . = h, be an eigenvalue of (ad), having multiplicity n - 1 + 1 and let v1 ,..., vn 
be a base of gd*(h). By Theorem 4.7 there exist real numbers #, i,j = I,..., n, 
such that 
Let gi = C +aj . Then Wai converges to the ~~ if 7 approaches zero and we can 
use the orthonormalized vectors a’, ,..., g’, instead of a, ,..., a, . Together with 
Theorem 4.4 it follows that 
if 7 is sufficiently small. As in [7, Theorem 3.71, let S be the set of integers I such 
that 1> m and 
where C is the constant of Theorem 4.4. 
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For 1 E S we have by Theorem 4.4 
A? 3 MA, , M > 0. 
For I$ S there is a constant ,5 such that 
hC 3 B(y . log y>p2. 
Then it follows as in [7] that 
< 1 (hf)-Re(s) 11 pa I/ < C(M-R% + y/+Re(s)q26(log v)‘~~(‘)), 
l>m 
where dim 0 < mpN. 
For the remaining part of the spectrum we remark that &*(A) = &$(A) @ 
&‘*~(h), X # 0, where &$(A) C &4*-l, is the A-eigenspace of (da), and (l/X1/2) d 
maps b,a(h) isometrically onto &‘:+‘(A). Let W(c $a$) be the approximation of 
vi E F,q(h), given by Theorem 4.7. Then W(c ~Q(d%z~/(A~c)~/~) is an approxima- 
tion of dq$$12 and the proof is exactly the same as that in the case of (Sd), . 
Clearly, if the combinatorial parametrix &c(s) defined by Definition 8.12 is a 
good one we should be able to extend this convergence theorem to the whole 
complex plane, and in fact the main result of this section will be that Proposition 
8.14 holds for every s E @. Our task now is to study the combinatorial parametrix 
more closely. The main difficulty arises from the fact that there is no convergence 
theorem for the operator WGcA. Dodziuk and Patodi [7] gave an example showing 
that in general mC& does not approximate Sf Moreover, WGCA is a nonlocal 
operator in the following sense: Let U be any open subset of X and let f be a 
smooth q-form with support in U. Then, in general the support of WscAf is the 
whole manifold X. Nevertheless, we will show that WScAf decreases exponen- 
tially outside of U if the mesh 7 tends to zero. The main technical ingredient 
is Theorem 2.20. 
We begin by estimating the norm of ~AcI+% if q approaches zero, where v and 4 
have disjoint supports. We prove several lemmas which we need in the following. 
LEMMA 8.16. Let v E Cm(X). There exists a constant C > 0, independent of K, 
such that for every a E Cq(K;L,) 
II W&Wa II d C II vwa IL 
Proof. The form TWa is smooth in the interior of every N-simplex u of K. 
Hence, by Proposition 2.12, there exists a constant C, independent of K, a, and U, 
such that 
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for every p E ] cr I. Moreover, 
Since Wa(x) is linear on u there exist constants C, > 0 and C, > 0 such that 
Integrating over (TV and summing over i = I,..., m gives the desired result. 
LEMMA 8.17. Let v  and 4 be Cm functions on X with disjoint supports. Then 
there exist constants C > 0, 0 < b < I, such that for every a E Cg(K; L,) 
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection of L2Ag onto the subspace 
WCg(K; L,). Then we have 
lj yWGCA#Wa I/ = sup I(qWScA#Wu, vWa’)l 
IldVlZ'll=l 
= sup I(WA#Wu, dcPv2Wa)l. 
Using Theorem 2.20 and Lemma 8.16, it follows that 
jj ~WSCA#WU j/ < C I/ Wa i/ sup // #dcPy2Wa’ i/ < C’ I/ Wa 11 bl&-‘Nl”-~~l). 
LEMMA 8.18. Let q~ E C%(X). There exists a constant C > 0, independent of K, 
such that for every a E Cq(K; L,) 
II vWdca II < Crl-l II vwa Il. 
Proof. Let ci be any N-simplex of K. Since Wu is linear on o’i , it follows that 
j- 
‘Ti 
1 dWu(x)12 dx < C’T-~ j / Wa(x)j” dx. 
gi 
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Hence, using the mean value theorem twice, we obtain for some xi E ui 
j” 
Qi 
) ~Wd%z(x)12 dx = v2(xi) j 1 dWu(x)12 dx, 
ui 
where C, is independent of K for 7 < q,, . Therefore 
LEMMA 8.19. Let q~, # E C=(X) with disjoint supports. There is a constant 
C > 0, independent of K, such that for every a E Cq(K; L,) 
11 ~WdCSCA#Wu I/ < Cbl/qq-(Nlz+z) Ij Wa (1. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmas 8.17 and 8.18. 
From the same arguments as those used in the proof of Lemma 8.17, it 
follows that for every a E CQ(K; L,) 
jl y  WScdcA# Wu jl < C2b1$-(N12+2) 11 Wa 11, (8.20) 
where (p, 4 E Cm(X) h ave disjoint supports and C, > 0 is a constant which is 
independent of K. 
PROPOSITION 8.21. Let q~ and 4 be C” functions with disjoint supports. There 
is a constant C > 0, independent of K, such that for every k E N and a E Cq(K; L,) 
11 cpW(dc)” A$Wu I/ < kClib11n@‘12+21c) Ij Wu 11. 
Proof. Let 0 be a Coo function such that $3 = q~ and e$ = 0. Then we have 
by Lemmas 8.16 and 8.19 and Eq. 8.20 
I/ pW(dc)” A#Wu 11 < (1 rpWACABW(dC)~-l A$Wu /I 
+ I] VWd”A(l - f3) W(~C)~-~ A#Wa 11 
< II AC II II ew(w-1 AlGWa II 
+ ,'-'bl/nrl-W/2+l) /I W(D)“-l A#Wu 11 
< G-2 11 OW(Ac)k-l A#Wu II 
+ Ckbl/nq-W/2+1) +-1' II Wa 11. 
Now, the proof follows immediately by induction. 
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Again, let D = d + H and let r = aQ, . The fundamental solution e-tD of 
the heat equation can be defined by 
1 &D =- s 2rri r e+(D - Al)-l dh, t > 0. 
Let B”(A) be a parametrix of order k for the operator (D - hl)-r and define 
4.k by 
Et,zc = &I ~+~iP(h) dh, t > 0. 
77 r 
Then (8.3) implies 
1~ Et,k - e-tD IIL~- = 11 lr +(B”(h) - (D - JT~) dh /11 , 
= 11 1, edA (IP (f) - (D - +1)-l) t-l dh ii2.1, (8.22) 
< CP-l 
s 
e-Re[A)(l + 1 h I)-” dh < Cltn-l 
r 
for k > k(n, I, E’). 
The parametrix W(h) can be constructed in any small neighborhood of the 
diagonal of X x X. Hence, if 9) and 4 are Cm functions with disjoint supports, 
then it follows from (8.22) that 
II WDIL 1lz.t’ < c * tn (8.23) 
for every n E N, where C depends on 1, l’, and n. 
Now, Proposition 8.21 enables us to prove a similar estimation in the com- 
binatorial case. More precisely we have 
PROPOSITION 8.24. Let q~ and + be Cx functions with disjoint supports, let 
0 < r < --log b, and let C be the constant occurring in Proposition 8.21. For every 
n E N there exists a constant Cl = Cl(n, Y) such that for every a E Cg(K; L,) and 
t < g-C-1 
11 q~W(Dc)“j” e-t(DC)“2A#Wa /I < Cl /I Wa 11. 
Proof. Since the eigenvalues of (Dc)ljz are real and positive, we have 
11 e-e(DC)112 // < 1 for every z E @ with Re(z) > 0. Hence, by Lemma 8.16 we 
obtain 
11 fpWe-z(De)“*A~Wa \I < C/j Wa 11 
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for Re(z) > 0. By definition we have 
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Moreover, Proposition 8.21 implies 
= rl-(N/2+lle(10gb+Clzl).l/~ [ z j  11 Wa 11. (8.25) 
If C 1 a 1 < r < -log b, this expression converges uniformly to zero if the mesh 
7 approaches zero. Hence, for Re(z) > 0 
W(DC)(2k+1)/2 A+ Wa /I 
which is uniformly bounded, for C 1 z j ,< r < -log b, by Ca jl Wa /I, where C, 
is independent of K. Hence, it follows that for every z E @ with C 1 z 1 < r < 
--log b 
/I W(Dc)‘2k+1”2 AqhWa II < C, 1) Wu I], 
and by (8.25) it follows that there exists a constant C, , depending only on r and 
C, such that 
I/ ~Wez(DC)“2At+hWa 11 < C, // Wa j/ 
for C / z 1 < Y < -log b. Let f~L~/l* and let r be the circle in the complex 
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plane around the origin with radius YC- l. Using Chauchy’s theorem, we obtain 
for j z 1 < &rC-l 
and the proposition follows. 
Now let rl = ;rC-l. For Re(s) > 0 and n E N we have 
1 =- 
s 
m  ,s-l(Dc)n e-t(DC)1’2 dt 
r(s) r1 
(8.26) 
ts-l(L)c)n e-tlDc)1’2 df. 
The integral Jr: ts-le- t(DC~1/2 dt converges for every s E C. Hence, by partial 
integration we obtain for the first integral in (8.26) 
s 
cc ts-l(DC)n e-t(Dc)l’z & 
r1 = jl ts-1 (7 ;-)“‘” e-t(DrJ1’e & 
= (s - 1) . . . (s - zn + 1) jv; t-2~++le-t(Dc)“2 dt 
2n-1 
+ & (s - 1) . . . (s - k + l)(yl)- (DC)+"" e-'PC)"". 
By Theorem 4.4 the eigenvalues of (Dc)~!~ are bounded away from zero by some 
positive constant c, which is independent of K. Hence, the norm of 
1 = __ j ts-le-t(DC)“* dt 
r(s) I.1 
is uniformly bounded on every compact subset V C C by a constant which does 
not depend on K. Therefore, Proposition 8.24 applied to the sum above and the 
second integral in (8.26), gives the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 8.27. Let pl and # be Cm functions with disjoint supports. For every 
compact subset V C @ there exists a constant Cy , independent of K, such that for 
every a E Cq(K, L,) and s E V 
NOW, we compare the combinatorial Laplacian dc on X with the corresponding 
Laplacian d,e on om . Clearly, Proposition 8.21 suggests that F~WACA& should 
differ from rp,WAc,A& by something which decreases exponentially if the mesh 
r] tends to zero. 
LEMMA 8.28. Let yoi , & E CooL(U,) satisfy qq& = q+, . There exist constants 
C > 0 and 0 < b < 1, independent of K, such that for every a E Cq(K, L,) 
11 v,WSCA$,Wa - v,W8,CA#,Wa II < Cb11’%--(N12+l) 11 Wa /II 
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection of L2Aq(X, E,) onto WCq(K; L,) 
and let P, be the orthogonal projection of LzAq(U,; E,) onto the subspace 
WCq(K,; L,). Moreover, let 8, E C,,W( U,) with 1cr,B=  z+Qol . Then, by Lemma 8.16 
and Theorem 2.22, it follows that 
= SUP I(v,W@A#,Wa - yd+‘hC4,Wa, sWa’)l 
IlwaWa'll=l 
= sup I( WA+, Wa, BmdCP~,2 Wa’ - tladmCPa~a2 Wa’)] 
‘< C Ij Wa /( sup(II dc(B,Pv,2Wa’ - 8,P,ga2Wa’)\l 
+ II de, A (Pva2Wa’ - PaypaBW411 
< C’ jl Wa 1jq-l sup (/ 0UPv,2Wa’ - B,P,v,2Wa’ I/ 
< Clbl’~~-(N/2+1) (1 Wa 11. 
Since d commutes with W and A, the same arguments lead to the estimate 
I] rp,WACA&Wa - qEWA,CA&Wa Ij < Cb11nT-(N/2+2) I/ Wa /I, (8.29) 
where C is independent of K and a E Cq(K, L,). 
Let 0, E CUm( U,) satisfy (p,Oa = ?a and e,#, = 0, . Then for k E N and some 
constant C, , independent of K and k, it follows from Proposition 8.21 and 
Eq. (8.29) that 
II TJJ’(W A#,Wa - sWV,~)~ 4,Wa II 
< II vo,WACA(l - @Jll II TV1 4P’a II 
+ II YJ,WA,~AU - W II WA,c)k-l 4LWa II 
+ (/ AC /I I[ ~,W(OC)~-~ A$,Wa - BLIW(Abl~)k-l A&Wa Ij 
+ Il(4c>k-1 II II Wa II II v,,WAcA4 - v,W~,~A~ II 
< 3(Qk b1/‘%-IN/2+2k) II Wa 1) 
+ C,qp2 /) fJ,W(AC)IC-lAlt,Wa - B,W(A,c)“-I A#,Wa I[. 
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Using induction, we obtain 
We are now in a position to prove the central comparison result for the local and 
global combinatorial Laplacians. 
PROPOSITION 8.31. Let 0 < r < -log 6 and let Cl be the constant of (8.30). 
For every n E N there exists a constant C = C(n, r) such that for every a E Cq(K; L,) 
and t < &rC,-l 
11 ~J,W(D)~/~ e-t(Dr)“*A#aWa - ~)~W(D~~)lll~ e-t(D~e)“*~4#bWa /I < C 11 Wa 11. 
Proof. Let Re(x) >, 0. Then /j e-2(DC)1/2 11 < 1 and /( e-z(D~C)l/a /I ,< 1. Again 
we have 
and the same holds for D,C. Moreover, (8.30) implies 
< 3rl-'N/2tl'blln I z / c ,:, q (C$ T-~ /I Wa 11 
= 3rl~(N/2tl)e(10gb+C11z!).l/n I z I 1~ Wa 1~. (8.32) 
If  C, 1 z / < r < -log b this expression converges uniformly to zero if the 
mesh 7 tends to zero. Hence, for Re(z) > 0 
/ cc 
I lc 
(-,y+l 
- (~,W(DC)(~“““~ A#,Wa - q~~W(D~c)(2h-+1)/2 A#,Wa /I 
k=o (2k + I)! 
< I[ ~paWe-3(Dr)1’zA$UWa 11 + Ij rpaWe-Z(D&)“2A~,Wa jl 
+ 3rl-(N,'2+l)e(logb+C,/zl).l/~ I z / /I Wa /I + C2elZi jl Wa I/ 
< C,II w4, (8.33) 
where C’s is independent of K, a, and z with the given restrictions on x. But 
multiplying the expression under the norm on the left-hand side of (8.33) by - 1 
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leaves the norm invariant. Hence, we obtain for every z E @ with C, j z 1 < Y < 
-log b 
Ii 
! (cp,,w(D~)(~~+~)‘~ At,G,Wu - P)~W(D~C)(~~+~)‘~ AI,/J~WU) 
II 
d C,lI W4I. 
Together with (8.32) it follows that there exists a constant C, which depends only 
on Y and C, such that 
for every x E C with C, 1 z I < r < -log b. Applying Cauchy’s formula as.in 
the proof of Proposition 8.24, we obtain the desired result. 
Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 8.27, this estimation together with 
formula (8.26) ’ pl rm ies that for every compact subset V C @ there exists a 
constant C, , independent of K, such that for every a E CQ(K;L,) and s E V 
II vaWW” A$aWa - dWmc)s A#,W~ II < Cv II Wa II. (8.34) 
Moreover, by Corollary 8.27 and z ya = 1 we obtain 
Hence, we have arrived at our first essential estimate: For every compact subset 
V C C we can find a certain constant CV which depends on V but not on the 
triangulation K, provided that the fullness B(K) is bounded away from zero by a 
fixed constant B0 > 0, such that for every a E CQ(K, L,) and s E V 
II w(DQc)s a - EQC(S) wu II < C” II wfz Il. (8.35) 
From the proof of (8.35) it is clear that we can replace Wu by any q-formf g fig 
to obtain 
11 W(QcY 4 - %‘+)f~I < cV iifilk 
for s E V and k > N/2 + 3. 
(8.36) 
Letf E NkAqla, k > N/2 + 3, and let g E L2Ag. Then, the family of holomorphic 
functions in s E C 
W’(4c)” Af - J%W f, g)t 
depending on the triangulation K, is uniformly bounded on every compact 
subset V C C if the mesh of the corresponding triangulation K tends to zero. 
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But for Re(s) < 0 it follows from Theorem 5.27 that W(Dc)S Af - E,c(s)f 
converges to D”f - E,(s) f if the mesh q tends to zero. Hence, by Vitali’s theorem 
[9] it follows that (W(Dc)s Af - E,C(s) f, g) converges, uniformly on every 
compact subset I/ C @, to (D”f - E,(s) f, g) if 71 approaches zero. Repeating the 
same argument for the norm // W(D,c)” Af- E,c(s)f 11 we obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 8.37. Let k > N/2 + 3 and f E H”Aq. Then W(DC)S Af - E,C(s) f
converges uniformly on every compact subset V C Cc to DSf - E,(s) f. 
Let us now return to our original problem-the study of &C(S) - Tr(E,C(s)) 
for arbitrary s E @. The boundedness on every compact subset V C @ is now an 
easy consequence of the estimations above. First, by Theorem 4.6 the com- 
binatorial zeta function Tr((DC)-S) converges uniformly on every compact 
subset of the half plane Re(s) > N/2 to Tr(D+) if the mesh 7 approaches zero. 
Hence, there is a constant C > 0, which is independent of K, such that 
Tr((De)pN) is bounded by C. Let V C C be any compact subset and let {al} be 
an orthonormal base of eigencochains of the Laplacian dc acting on CQ(K; L,). 
Then, (8.35) implies that for s E r/ 
1 Tr( W(Dc)x-N A - Egc(s) W(DC)-N A)/ 
< C I((W(D)” A - -&W) W(DC)FN al , Wad 
< C ll( w(Dcp A - Egc(s)) W(DC)-N a, II 
< C,c I! JJJ’(D~)-~ 
1 
a, 11 = Cv T (htc)eN = Cy Tr((Dc)-N) 
<c-c-y. 
Let 0, E Coa(U,) satisfy p)Ja = P)~ and #,0, = & . Then it follows from 
Proposition 8.21 that 
1 Tr(p,W(D,C)S A#,W(DC)-N) - Tr(yaW(D,C)S-N AB,W(D,C)N tZ#,W(Dc)-“)j 
= ( Tr(p,W(D,C)S-N A( 1 - 0,) W(D,c)N AI+&W(DC)-~)~ 
< ClT ZlRe~s,-N,NCNbll"rl-5N/2 Tr((Dc)-N) 
< Clbllv 
rl 
-tN/2+2Re(s)) (8.39) 
which is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of @. 
We remark that in the proof of (8.30) ‘t 1 was not essential that the functions va 
and #a satisfy ~~4, = vm . The proof works equally well in the case z,!I~~~ = I,& . 
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Hence, (8.30) implies, as above, 
1 Tr(p)o,W(Do,C)S-N AB,W(D,c)N A#,W(Dc)-N) 
- Tr(qaW(DaC)s-N AB,W(DC)~ A#,W(Dc)-N)j 
< C,+Re(S)--N)(3N - 2)(C,JN bl%--5N/2 Tr((DC)-N) 
< Cqbllnrl-(N/2+2Re(s)), (8.40) 
which again is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of the complex plane. 
Let xa E C,,“(U,) satisfy qorxa: = var and x&, = xa . Then, it follows from 
Proposition 8.21 that for every a E Cg(K; 15,) 
II %W(QC)s-N mxxaW(wN 41 - A) wa II 
< C&(Re(+N) C@/npNP 11 Wu I\ 
= C,bVy-(NP+Re(s)) 11 Wa (I. 
(8.41) 
Moreover, by definition we have (p,&(l - XJ = ~~(1 - XJ = 0. Hence, 
repeating the arguments of the proof of Proposition 8.24 and Corollary 8.27, 
it follows that for every compact subset v C C there exists a constant C, such 
that 
II %w(kC)S-N &(l - x0) W(WN 41 - &) wa II 
G cv II wa IL (8.42) 
From (8.41) and (8.42) it follows that 
I Tr(v.W(DaC)s-N AB,W(Dc)N A&W(DC)-~) - Tr(vP,W(D,C)S-N Af?,)l 
= I Tr(T,,W(D,C)-N AB,W(DC)N (1 - #,) W(P)-+)] 
< C, T@VN) d C, , 
where Cs and C, depend on the compact subset V C C. Putting all these estimates 
together leads to our first main theorem. 
THEOREM 8.43. For every compact subset V C C there exists a constant 
C, > 0, independent of K, such that for every s E V 
I LA4 - T@,Wl G CV . 
Hence, the family of holomorphic functions &C(S) - Tr(E,C(s)) in s E C, 
depending on the triangulation K, is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of 
@. By Theorem 8.14, &C(s) - Tr(E,C(s)) converges to &(s) - Tr(E,(s)), uni- 
formly on compact subsets of the half plane Re(s) > N/2, if the mesh q tends to 
zero. But Theorem 8.11 tells us that c,(s) - Tr(E,(s)) is holomorphic in the 
whole complex plane. Therefore we obtain from Vitali’s theorem [9] the fol- 
lowing theorem. 
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THEOREM 8.44. The holomorphic functions &c(s) - Tr(E,c(s)) in C converge 
uniform& on every compact subset of @ to the holomorphic function c,(s) - Tr(E,(s)) 
if the mesh r) tends to zero. 
This theorem is of course the essential result for attacking the torsion problem 
by approximation methods. 
9. THE FIRST COMPARISON THEOREM 
We are ready now to apply the approximation theory developed in the pre- 
ceding sections to the torsion problem. As was indicated at the end of Section 7, 
in order to prove the Ray-Singer conjecture it is very reasonable to prove as 
a first step the equality of the quotients ~x(p1)/~x(p2) and Tx(pl)/Tx(pz), for any 
two representations p1 and pz . Our main tool, of course is the combinatorial 
parametrix E,c(s). Since the local system L, and the flat vector bundle E, have 
canonical trivializations over any simply connected neighborhood U, it is natural 
to use a covering (U,} of X by simply connected neighborhoods satisfying the 
two properties which enter into the definition of Egc(s). But such a covering does 
not exist for an arbitrary triangulation K of X. However, it is easy to construct a 
triangulation K such that there exists a covering (U,} satisfying the required 
properties. This can be done, for instance, using a handle body decomposition 
of X and a triangulation subordinated to this decomposition (see 
Munkres [16]). Th en, X is covered by neighborhoods of the form BP x BQ, 
where Br is a ball of dimension r. In order to obtain a covering with smooth 
boundaries, we have to round the corners of BP x BP and alter the triangulation 
K at the corners slightly. 
If K is such a triangulation, then it is obvious that every iterated standard 
subdivision has the same property. Hence, there exist triangulations K of X 
with fullness B(K) 3 8, > 0 and arbitrary small mesh r) for which a fixed 
covering {U,> by simply connected neighborhoods is admissible. In the following 
we will consider only triangulations K which are admissible for a fixed covering 
{U,} by simply connected neighborhoods. 
Now, let pr and pz be any two representations of x1(X) by orthogonal n x la 
matrices. For every CY there are canonical trivializations of the flat vector bundles 
E,,. over U, given by a base of locally constant sections, and the Laplacians 
acting on Aq( U,; EDI), Z’ = 1,2, coincide. Hence, for every 01 and s E C the 
operators (Da,,,)8 and (D=,,J coincide also. But the trace is additive and taking 
the trace of P,(D,,,~)-~ #o:, G(s) > N/2, considered as an operator acting on 
on L2AQ(X; EDi), is the same as taking the trace of this operator acting on 
LzAq(U,; E,,). Hence, for the corresponding parametrices it follows that for 
Re(s) > N/2 
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Therefore, we obtain for Re(s) > N/2 
and this equality holds with no restriction on s E @. 
Furthermore, by the same reasoning, the cochain complex C*(K,;L,j is 
isomorphic to C*(K,; II%) @ Iw” for every 01. From the definition of the Whiiney 
map (Definition 2.4) it is clear that the inner products induced by W on 
Ca(K,; L,,), i = 1,2, are the same. Hence, for every c1 and s E C, the operators 
(D,C,,J a&d (IIB,,,J coincide. The vector space CQ(K, L,) consists of formal 
linear combinations C v,,c, where 0 runs through the q-simplexes of K and ~1, 
is a flat section of E,i over St(u), which depends only on the dimension of pi. 
Therefore, the vector spaces Cg(K; L,> and @(K; L,+ are equal. Since by 
definition W(v,,a) = W(U) @ v’, , the inner products m C*(K; L,,), i = 1, 2, 
induced by W coincide. Hence, we can use one and the same orthoAorma1 base 
{al} for both vector spaces. From these remarks, it follows from the definition 
of the trace of EnC(s) by Remark I after Definition 8.12 that 
Therefore 
= Tr(Ek,W 
= WWDkJ” A - E&(s)) - TrP’(D&J” A - Ek&N (9.2) 
and, applying Theorem 8.44, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let p1 and p2 be any two representations of rrl(X) by orthogonal 
n x n matrices. Then, the difference of the combinatorial zeta functions 
5L,(4 - K&) 
converges uniformly on compact subsets of @ ‘to 
L&) - L,,,(s) 
if the mesh r) tends to zero. 
COROLLARY 9.4. Let p1 andpz be any two representations of rl(X) by orthogonal 
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n x n matrices. Then the quotient ~xC(p1)/~xC(p2) tends to T,&)IT&) if the 
mesh 71 approaches zero. 
The proof follows immediately from the definition of TIC and TX, using 
Theorem 9.3. 
This corollary was conjectured by Dodziuk and Patodi [7]. 
All that remains is to prove the same result for the R-torsion 7X . 
First, we remark that the combinatorial torsion 7Xc can be calculated in the 
following way. Let arcI,..., aFQ be an orthonormal base of C”(K; L,). Choose a base 
bq for each image BP = dVF1 and let b - be an independent set of vectors in -Q 1 
0 such that dc87-1 = bjq. Finally, let kl be an orthonormal base of XpC = 
ker d,C. Then (bg, @+l, LQ) is another base of CT. Let QS be the matrix of change 
from this base to the orthonormal base uq. Then ~,re(p) is given by 
log.rXc(p) = i (-1)“log / det@ /. (9.5) 
The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 1.7 in [19]. Of course, 
the sum is independent of the choice of an orthonormal base a”. Now, let 
f ,  ,..., 4, be an orthonormal base of iw” and let g1 ,..., uVn be the set of q-simplexes 
of K. Then c” = {ui @ ZQ is another preferred base of Cq(K; L,). Let hi” E ~-‘?‘a 
be an orthonormal base of harmonic q-forms and let Oq be the matrix of change 
from the base c” to the base (bq, &Q-l-l, A(gq)). Then the R-torsion is defined by 
log T,&) = t (-1)” log 1 det @ I. 
ri=o 
Since A(hc) is a cocycle, HcA(hq) IS a base of Xg”. Let f* be the base of y%C 
which arises by orthonormalizing the base HCA(h*). Let Lg be the matrix of 
change from the base HCA(h*) to f”, let N* be the matrix of change from the base 
(b*, 6q+l, f’l) to the base (bq, 6 4t1, A(h*)) and let Mq be the corresponding matrix 
of base change between aR and cq. Then we have for every representation p 
log ~,~(p)/~~“(p) = 5 (- 1)~ log ] det NQ 1 + t (- 1)” log 1 det MQ I. (9.6) 
44 r/=0 
Now, let pr and pa be two n-dimensional representations of r,(X) by orthogonal 
matrices. Since O(K; LPI) and O(K; I,,+) are the same inner product spaces, we 
can use one and the same orthornormal”base aq and the same preferred base cq 
for both vector spaces. Hence, taking the difference of (9.6) for the two represen- 
tations pr and ~a , the contribution from the matrix Mq cancels out; i.e., 
log~xh):~xch) - loi? 'xw~x"(P?,) 
= $(-I>” flog I det ~%dl - log I det Y~dl). 
607/28/3-S 
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We calculate this expression. Since A(@‘) = HcA(hiQ) + d%-‘, the matrix 
NQj), i = 1, 2, has the form 
i 
La(h) 
Natpi) = 
0 
But by Theorems 2.13 and 2.18 we have 
_- 
1 0 
0 1, 
11 WAh,q - WHcAhi* jl < 11 WAhiq - hiQ /I + 11 hiQ - WHCAhiQ I/ 
d C, II hia lllc -
Hence log 1 det Nq(pj)I = log I det LQ(pj)l converges to zero if the mesh 7 tends 
to zero. 
Summarizing, we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9.7. Let p1 and pz be two n-dimensional representations of ml(X) by 
orthogonal matrices. Then ~~C(p~)/‘~~(p~) tends to 7x(p1)/~x(p2) if the mesh 77 
approaches zero. 
Together with Corollary 9.4 this leads to our first comparison result between 
R-torsion and analytic torsion. 
THEOREM 9.8. Let X be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold. Then, for any 
two n-dimensional representations p1 and pz of the fundamental group rrl(X) by 
orthogonal matrices we have 
dPlYTXh) = TYhwx(P2)- 
10. THE PROOF OF THE RAY-SINGER CONJECTURE 
In this final section we complete the proof of the Ray-Singer conjecture 
concerning torsion. It follows from Theorem 9.8 that the quotient T&)/T&) 
is independent of the representation p. Hence, in all considerations we can 
restrict ourselves to the trivial representation p0 . It is quite clear that our next 
task is to simplify the manifold X as much as possible. One step in this direction 
has already been completed. According to Theorems 6.9 and 7.6, we have for 
every one-parameter family of Riemannian metrics g, on X the equation 
& log T,(p) = 5 (-l>” Tr(cuHQ) 
q=o 
= 2 1% ‘-x(P)* 
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Since the space of Riemannian metrics on X is convex, we are completely free in 
choosing the Riemannian metrix on X. 
All that remains is to simplify the topological type of manifold X. Hence, 
we have to study the behavior of the invariant T,/T, by means of the procedure 
of gluing and cutting handles. Since the representation p,, is trivial, no trouble 
arises from changing the fundamental group if we vary the manifold X within 
its cobordism class. The main technical tool is again the combinatorial para- 
,metrix, which provides us with enough control over TX/-r, during the surgical 
process. 
As before, let XN be an N-dimensional closed oriented Riemannian manifold 
and let W, , W, , W, C X be open submanifolds such that X = W, u W, and 
W, = W, n W, . Moreover, suppose that two diffeomorphisms y: W, -+ 5’” x 
Dq+l and x: W,-+ S’ x Sq x I, p + q + 1 = N, are given. In other words, 
W, is a handle of the manifold X and W, is a tubular neighborhood of the 
boundary aI&‘a = SP x Sq in X. By surgery we obtain a new manifold X’ = 
(X - W,) u W’, which is the union of the open submanifold W, = IV’, and 
the inverted handle W’, N Dp+l x Sq. The intersection W’, = w’, n w’, is 
again a tubular neighborhood of the boundary aW’, = SD x S”. Let p7’: W, --f 
Dn+l x Sq and x’: W, -+ SP x Sq x I be the corresponding diffeomorphisms. 
Now, we choose Riemannian metrics on X and X’ such that the following 
properties are fullfilled: 
(1) The submanifolds W, C X and IV’, C X are isometric. 
(2) The diffeomorphisms x: W, --f Sp x Sq x I and x’: IV’, ---f S* x 
Sq X I are isometries. 
Let il4i = W, U W, and M, = w’, u W’, be the closed manifolds which 
arise by gluing two copies of W, and W’, , resp., along their common submani- 
folds W, and W’, , resp. Then (2) implies that the induced Riemannian metrics 
on Ml and M, are C”. The construction of these metrics is obvious. Let d, and 
d’, be the Laplacians acting on clg(X) and flq(X’), resp. To construct a para- 
metrix which is adapted to the situation above, we need a suitable covering. Let 
E > 0 be a sufficiently small constant and let U, = (X - W,) u (aW, x 
(-c, E)), lJ, = W, u (aW, x (-E, E)), and Ua = (X - W,) u (aW, x (-E, 6)). 
Then { Un}z=, is a covering of X. In the same way we define a covering {U’,},“=, 
of X’. There are natural involutions v: U, ---f U, and v’: U’, + U’, with fixed- 
point sets M and M’, resp., where Me M’ ‘v SP x Sq x 0 C SP x Sq x 
(-(I + 61, 1 + 6). 
Let {va} be a partition of unity subordinated to the covering {U,} and let 
(&} be a family of functions & E Com(U,) satisfying a& = va . Moreover, 
suppose that v*vz = pz and v*#~ = I,& . We choose the corresponding partition 
of unity {~)‘a} and the family {#‘a} with respect to the covering {Ug} of X’ such 
that, for i = I, 2, vi = T’~ and & = t+Yi . 
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With respect to these data we define the parametrices E,(s) and E’*(S) acting 
on &(X) and /19(X’), resp., by Definition 8.10. 
Let V, = WI - (awl x (0, 1)) and V, = W, - (i3W, x (- 1,O)). In the 
same way define V’, , V’, C X’. Let M1 = V, u V, and M, = V’z u V’, be the 
corresponding doubles of the manifolds V, and V’z . It is clear that the coverings 
{U,} and {U’,} define coverings {ZJ and {Z’,} of Ml and M, , resp., such that 
2, N 2, E Ua , Z’, N Z’, ru U’, , and Za N Z’, !z U, . 
Using the isomorphisms Z, N U3 N Za and Z, ‘u U, , we define a family of, 
functions {&},3=i on Ml by +i = ‘pa , $a = qa , and +a = 9)s . Since qua is invariant 
under the involution v: U, - U, , it follows that C Co(x) = 1. The family 
{!Pa} which satisfies &YE = 4, and the corresponding partition of unity ($‘e} 
together with the family {Y’a} on M, are defined in exactly the same way. 
Now, let A,,i , i = 1, 2, be the Laplacians acting on .4*(Mi). We denote by 
J&(s) the corresponding parametrices defined by Definition 8.10 with respect to 
these coverings and families of functions. 
Let Re(s) > N/2 and let -%(x9 Y, s), E’&, Y, ~1, C&, Y, s), and 4,&, y, s) 
be the kernels of the operators E,(s), E’,(s), E,,,(s) and .7&a(s), resp. On Mi , 
i = 1, 2, there exists a natural isometric involution yi with fixed-point set i3V, 
and aV’, , resp. From the definition of the parametrix E,,i(s) it follows imme- 
diately that 
hi 0 A* %dx, Y> 4 = -%,i(X, Y> 4, 
i = 1, 2. Hence, we obtain 
and 
.r 
Tr E,,,(x, x, S) dx = 2 I Tr -f&(x, x, s) dx Ml V2 
(10.1) 
s 
Tr E&X, x, S) dx = 2 
s 
Tr Ea,a(x, x, S) dx. 
% V’2 
By definition, the kernels &(x, y, s) and E’Jx, y, s) are finite sums of the 
corresponding local kernels Ea”(x, y, s) and Eba(x, y, s), the support of which is 
contained in U, x U, and U’, x U’, , resp. Since the submanifolds W, C X 
and lV’, C X’ are isometric, we obtain 
4(x, x, s> = E’Q(X, x, s) for x E V, = V’, 
and from the definition of the manifolds Ml and M, it follows that 
E,(% x, s) = &,,(x, x, s), for xczVz, 
E’*(x, x, s) = &&, x, s), for x E V’a . 
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Hence, for Re(s) > N/2 we obtain 
‘WV4 - WE’&)) 
= 
.c 
Tr Z&(x, x, s) dx - 
I 
Tr E’n(x, x, s) dx 
X X’ 
=j TrE,,,(x,x,s)dx- s TrEq,&, x, s) dx “2 “‘* 
(10.2) 
Since all functions are meromorphic in C, the equations holds for every s E Cc 
which is different from a pole. 
Now, we will show that an analogous equation is valid for the combinatorial 
parametrices. Of course, we have to use triangulations K and K’ of X and X’, 
resp., for which the coverings defined above are admissible. We suppose that for 
all triangulations K and K’ which we consider the following two properties are 
fulfilled. 
(I) The closure of every open subset of one of the coverings (U,) or 
{ Ug} is triangulated as a subcomplex of K or K’, resp. 
(2) The induced triangulations on wr and W’r coincide. 
The existence of triangulations K and K’ having properties (1) and (2) follows 
from Munkres [16], and iterated standard subdivision gives triangulations of this 
kind with arbitrary small mesh 7 and fullness 0 bounded away from zero by a 
fixed constant B0 . 
Let dgc and A: be the combinatorial Laplacians acting on C*(K; [w) and 
CI’(K’; R), resp., and let E,c(s) and E:(s) be the combinatorial parametrices 
defined by Definition 8.12 with respect to the data above. Moreover, the triangu- 
lations K and K’ obviously define triangulations Kf of ilfi , i = 1, 2. Let A:,i 
be the combinatorial Laplacian acting on C*(K,; [w) and let E,C,i(s) denote the 
corresponding parametrix. 
Let a, ,..., a, be an orthonormal base of CQ(K; (w). The trace of Eqc(s) was 
defined by 
Tr(E,‘+)) = c (EqC(s) Wa, , Wad. 
If  P denotes the orthogonal projection ofL2AP(X) onto the subspace WCq(K; R), 
then this is the same as Tr(E,c(s) P), w h ere E*c(s) P is considered as an operator 
on P/19. E,c(s) is a finite sum of operators of the form P)~W(D&)-~ AI,& . In 
order to calculate the trace of ~aW(D~,ar)-p Az,b,P, we can restrict the operator to 
its image cpaWC*(K,; R) CLJAg(U,). 
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Let P, be the orthogonal projection ofPAQ( U,) onto the subspace WC~(Kol; 0%). 
Then, by Theorem 2.22, we have for every cochain a E CQ(K; rW) 
where C is independent of a and K. Since dim CQ(K) < y~-~ and 
Re(s) >, 0 
Re(s) -=c 0. 
it follows that 
which converges to zero, uniformly on every compact subset of @, if the mesh 7) 
tends to zero. Exactly the same holds for x’, MI , and M2 . But by definition, 
~)iw(D;,i)-~ 4Wi coincides with F~W(D$-~ A#iPi for i = 1, 2. Hence, we 
obtain, as above, 
Tr(&‘fs)) - Tr(Ez’(s)) = i ‘WE&(s)) - + Tr(Ez,2(s)) + ~(rl, 4, (10.3) 
where the additional term ~(7, s) converges to zero, uniformly on every compact 
subset of @, if the mesh 7 approaches zero. 
For every manifold Y with a given triangulation let lqC(s, Y) be the combina- 
torial zeta function with respect to the trivial representation. Then, from (10.3) 
it follows that 
cays, X) - <q”(s, r> - XQC(S, Ml) + 95Q% 442) 
= Tr( W(DqC)-s A - E,C(s)) - Tr( W(DqC’)+ A - E:‘(s)) 
- i$ Tr( W(D,C,J’ A - I$,&)) + + Tr(W(D,C,,)-” A - EpC,2(s)) 
- 4% 4. 
Using Theorem 8.44 together with Eq. (10.2), we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10.4. Let X be a closed oriented manifold and let X’ be the closed 
manifold which is obtained from X by surgery on a handle SD x Dq+l = W, C X. 
Let MI and M, be the doubles of the handles W, = S” x Dq+l and w’, = 
Dp+l x Sq, resp., and let the Riemannian metrics on X, x’, MI , and M, be chosen 
as above. Then 
5aC(s, Xl - Sac@, X’) - ~5$(s, Ml) + SSa% M2) 
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converges uniformly on every compact subset of @ to 
if the mesh 7 approaches zero. 
In order to simplify the notation in the following, we will omit the trivial 
representation pa in all formulas. 
COROLLARY 10.5. The assumptions are the same as in Theorem 10.4. Then 
1% ‘TX c - log T$ - * log Thl + a log ‘&, 
tends to 
log T, - log T,, - 4 log TM, + 4 log TM 2 
if the mesh r] approaches zero. 
Now, we calculate the combinatorial torsion TIC from the Meyer-Vietoris 
sequence of a decomposition of X into submanifolds X = W, v  W, with 
w, = w, n w, . 
We use formula (9.5) for the definition of arc. Let V, , V, C X be the sub- 
manifolds defined above which satisfy aV, = aV, = M and W = VI u V, . 
Suppose that there are two subcomplexes (L, ,L) and (La ,L) of K triangulating 
(VI , M) and (V, , M), resp. Let i,: V, -+ X and j,: M + V, be the correspond- 
ing embeddings. Then the sequence 
i*l f2 1*2 0 - C*(K) - c*(&) @ c*(&) EL+ c*(L) -> 0 
is exact. We choose orthonormal bases a’g, ag, and a”Q for the vector spaces 
C*(K), CQ(L,) @ Cg(Ls) and 0(L), resp. Let I”” be any lift of a”g with respect to 
j*, - j*, . Then we obtain a new base (i*, @ i*,(a’“), H”g) of C’$?J @ CQ(La) 
and let 04 be the matrix of change from this base to the base a4. 
Let y%C, JZ’,“,~ , i = 1,2, and Z;c be the spaces of harmonic q-cochains in 
C*(K), C*&), and 0(L), resp. We choose orthonormal bases for the vector 
spaces SC, XS,1 0 S&, and $QC, resp. The corresponding cohomology classes 
define preferred bases for the cohomology. Let ~“(2) denote the R-torsion of the 
exact Meyer-Vietoris sequence 
1.. + W(X) -+ W( V,) @ H”( V,) + P(M) -+ H@(X) --t ..a 
with respect to these bases. 
According to Milnor [13, Sect. 31, we have 
log $, + log $, = log 7 xc -t log TAI’ + T”(Z) + 5 (--l)q log ] det Oq /. 
*=o 
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The same formula holds for the decomposition of X’ into I/“, and V’, with 
M’ = v’1 n V’, . From the definition of X’ it follows that V, = V’, and M = 
M’. Hence, taking the difference of the two formulas, we obtain 
log TxC - log 7;’ - log + + log +, 
= +(Z’) - @(YE) + 5 (-I)* (log ( det 0’4 1 - log 1 det O* I). (10.6) 
il=O 
Again let Ml = V, U V, and M, = V’, u V’z be the doubles of the manifolds 
V, and v’z , resp., equipped with the canonical Riemannian metrics and triangu- 
lations defined above. Then, the analogous sequence for Ml = V, u V, , 
V, n V, = M, gives 
2 log + = log T”M, + log TV” + 7’(sEo1) + 2 (- 1)” log I det 0,’ 1, (10.7) 
9=0 
and, replacing Ml by M, , we obtain another formula for M2 . Here TC(#~), 
i = 1,2, denotes the R-torsion of the corresponding Meyer-Vietoris sequence 
for n/r, with respect to orthonormal bases of harmonic cochains, and Oie is the 
matrix of base change defined in the same way as above. 
Then formula (10.6) together with (10.7) leads to 
where 
and 
UC = T”(#) - T’(z) - $TC(s%fl) + +Tc(s2) 
(10.8) 
bc = 2 (-1)4(logIdet@‘qI--logIdet@( 
q=o 
- 8 log 1 det O,q 1 + 4 log 1 det &Q I). 
PROPOSITION 10.9. If the mesh 7 approaches zero then UC tends to 
log 7~ - log 7~’ - ‘z log T,,,l + $ log 7~~ . 
Proof. Let C’Q, c” and c”* be the preferred bases of C*(K), O(L1) @ C?(L,), 
and C*(L), resp., defined by the q-simplexes. Every q-simplex of L lies on the 
boundary of L, and defines an element of Cq(L1). In this way we obtain a lift 
5”4 = (c”g, 0) of c”q. Let 524 be the matrix of change from c* to (i*l @ i*,(c’Q), 
?a). A calculation shows that det 9q = 1. Now, we define preferred bases for 
the cohomology of X, V, , V, , and M by the Hodge-De Rham isomorphism as 
in Section 6. Let T(x) be the R-torsion of the Meyer-Vietoris sequence with 
respect to these bases. Again from Milnor [13, Sect. 31 it follows that 
log 7~~ + log Tvz = log 7~ + log TM + T(z). 
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I f  we replace X by X’, iVfi , and M, , resp., we obtain analogous formulas and 
finally 
log 7x - log 7,r ’ - + log TM1 + 3 log TM2 
= T(sP) - T(Z) - $T(&-g + IT, 
where T(&‘~) denotes the R-torsion of the Meyer-Vietoris sequence for Mi , 
i = I, 2. The proposition now follows immediately from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 10.10. Let W be a closed Riemannian manifold and let WI , W, C W 
be open submanifolds with a smooth boundary such that W = W, u W, and 
W, r\ W, = 3 WI = 8 W, . Let K be an-y smooth triangulation of W for which W, 
and W, are triangulated by subcomplexes. Let the torsions r”(z) and r(S) of the 
Meyer- Vietoris sequence 
be defined as above. Then T”(Z) tends to T(Z) if the mesh 17 of the triangulation K 
approaches zero. 
Proof. Let Y be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold with boundary 
(which may be empty) which is triangulated by a complex (K, L). Let hl*,...,hk* E 
GP nOrm be an orthonormal base of harmonic q-forms satisfying absolute boundary 
conditions. Since A(h$*) = HcA(hiq) + dcai , it follows that HcA(h*) is a base of 
Zqc = ker d,c. Let &n be the base of ker d,c which is defined by orthonormal- 
izing the base HCA(h*), and let Qqc be the matrix of change from HCA(hQ) to 
hq. Moreover, let [A( and [@I be th e cohomology classes defined by A(hi*) 
and Riq. Since im dc 1 ker d,~, it follows that .Qqc is the matrix of base change 
for these bases of i!P( Y; [w). However, Theorem 2. I8 shows that 
I log I det -QQc II < Cq, 
where C is independent of K. 
Now, let Q:, QQc and Qic be the matrices of base change for the preferred 
bases of Hq( W), H*( WI) @ H*( W,), and Hq(BW,), resp. Then we obtain 
T’(X) = ~(2) + 5 (- 1)’ (log ) det QG” ] + log 1 det Sz,’ 1 + log 1 det Qi” I). 
Hence / +(.P) - ~(.@)j < C,T. 
It remains to consider be. This will be carried out in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 10. I 1. bc tends to zero ;f the mesh 7 approaches zero. 
Proof. Again, let us consider the exact sequence 
0 --f C”(K) 4 C”(L,) @ c*(L,) --, c*(L) + 0 
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associated to K = L, u L, , L = L, n L, . Let a’q, aq, and a”q be orthonormal 
bases of 0(K), CQ(L1) @ CQ(L2), and CQ(L), resp. Every q-simplex of L lies on 
the boundary of L, and defines an element of CQ(LJ. Since CQ(L) is spanned by 
the q-simplexes, we obtain in this way a lift I”@ of the orthonormal base a”q. 
According to the definition, @ is the matrix of change from the base aQ to 
(i*, @ i*,(a’q), 5”“). The decomposition x’ = V’r u V’s satisfies M = M’. 
Hence, if we take the same orthonormal base a”4 for CQ(L’) then 
log / det Oq j - log 1 det 0’9 1 
remains unaltered if we change the base a”q. Let or ,..., u,,, be the set of q-sim- 
plexes of L. We choose the base ciq =Df UJ (1 Woi I], i = l,..., m, instead of a”q 
and the corresponding lift 59. Let bq be the base which is defined by ortho- 
normalizing the base (i*, @ i*,(a’q), P) and let Szp be the matrix of change 
between the two bases. Since aq and bQ are both orthonormal, we have 
/ det 0’1 11 det @‘q 1-l = / det ii’* 11 det !?Q 1-l. 
Let ik: V& - X, K = 1, 2, be the embeddings. We denote the corresponding 
embeddings of the triangulations by the same symbol. By definition, we have 
for every cochain cE D(K) the equality W(i*,c) = i*, WC. Since mes( Vrn Va) = 0, 
it follows that for every y’, 4 E L2AQ(X) 
j-y *+=I i*,q3 A *i*& + 1 i*,p, A *i*&. 
h V2 
Hence, the cochains i*,(a::Q) @ i*z(uiQ),j = l,..., m, are already orthonormalized. 
Let P,,t , 1 = 0 ,..., m - 1, be the orthogonal projection of CQ(L,) @ CQ(LJ 
onto the subspace spanned by i*, @ i*,(C@(K)) and &;Q,..., Zrq. Then, G* is an 
upper triangular matrix whose entries on the diagonal are 1 and (11 c”rq - 
~,,~-I(c”~qN-l~ 
Now, let PQc,1 be the orthogonal projection of L2AQ(X) onto the subspace 
spanned by WCQ(K) and Wc,Q j V1 ,.,., WclQ ] V1 . Moreover, let L, be the sub- 
complex of K which triangulates W, and let Q,, r ’ be the orthogonal projection of 
L2AQ( W,) onto the subspace spanned by WCQ(L,) and WclQ I v1 ,..., WcP / v1 , 
1 = o,..., m - 1. We identify W, with Sp x SQ x [-1, 11. By definition, the 
support of WciQ is contained in Sp x Sq x [-7, 71. LetfEL2D be any q-form 
with supp f C SP x Sq x E-g,&]. We calculate the projections PpC,$ f and Q,“,, f 
using the same method as that used in the proof of Theorem 2.20. Then, if we 
compare the corresponding infinite series, it follows that there exist constants 
C > 0 and 0 < b < 1, independent of K, I, and f, such that 
II p&f- Q,",tfII < C~1'"~-N'2 llfll (10.12) 
for 1 = O,..., m - 1, where Q,“,, f is extended to X by zero outside of W, . 
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Let Lli = Li n L, , i = 1, 2, and let Q,,l be the orthogonal projection of 
Cq(L’,) @ C*(L’& onto the subspace spanned by i*, @ i*,(O(L,)) and &Q,..., &g. 
Then we obviously have 
for I = O,..., m - I. Then (I 0.12) implies that 
II pg,I-ltw - Q,.I--l(~Eq)Il < Cl@‘TN’2 (10.14) 
for I = O,..., m - I. The constant C, is again independent of K and 1. 
Now, we remark that there exists a constant 8 > 0, independent of K and Z, 
such that 
I/ FLq - P,J-,(Fj)JI > 6 > 0. (10.15) 
This can be seen as follows. Let 2, = (J,“i: supp Wcig and let u1 = 
P,‘,l-l(Wc,~ / ‘II). By definition, u1 is piecewise linear. Moreover, let G and U’ be 
any two N-srmplexes which are contained in X - 2, and let 7 C (T n U’ be a 
common face. Then by (2.6) we have i*ul = (i’)*ul , where i: 7 -P (J and 
i’: 7 - 0’ are the inclusions. 
Let a E (3(K). Since Wa is Iinear on every N-simplex (T, there exists a constant 
C > 0, independent of K and o, such that 
17 N’2 sup / 
ZEO 
W44i wa(x);2 dxj? (10.16) 
This is clear for the flat metric. But the Riemannian metric and the flat metric are 
mutually bounded. 
According to the definition we have cIR = ul/ll Wu, 11, where oI runs through 
the q-simplexes of L. Let c be an N-simplex which is contained in St(oJ and let 
i: ~~ + (J be the inclusion. A calculation as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 in [6] 
shows that 
1 i* Wcl(x)/ >, Clvjeg 
for every x E O’L , where C, is independent of K and 1. Moreover, by [7, Lemma 
7.221 there exist constants C, > 0 and C, > 0 independent of K, such that 
C27jNp-* ,< (i Mu, 11 < C3~N12-n. 
Hence, there is a constant Ca , independent of K and E, such that 
/ i*wc,g(x)l > C,r]-NI2. 
Now, let E > 0 be an arbitrary small constant and suppose that 
(10.17) 
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It follows from (10.16) that for every N-simplex o which is contained in 
1 St(u,)( n V, we have 
and therefore (10.17) implies that there exists a constant C, = C,(e), independent 
of K and 2, such that 
1 i”u,(x)l >, c-g-N/2. 
On the other hand, if o is contained in V, - 2,) then it follows that 
1N’2 “,‘t,p I 44l G (.r, I %(X)1” q2 < e 
and therefore by (2.6) 
Cg-N’2 < sup I z+(X)] < ET- N/2 ) 
XEO 
which is impossible if E < C, . 
The same estimations hold for X’. Let Pi,l , 1 = O,..., m - I, be the cor- 
responding orthogonal projections for X’. From (10.14) and (10.15) it follows that 
I 1%(/l ZIU - P,&l(c”l”)ll) - l%(ll z,g - P;+m)11)1 
= log (1 _ (IIt, - p;,L-l(~IQ)Il - II z: - pg.,-l(c”,Q)lI II c”ln - p;,&~)ll 1 
< II P,.&lo) - CLL-l(hv < C,~-lp+-N,2 
II T: - p;,,-,(c”l”)ll 
By the fullness assumption O(K) > 0, > 0 we have dim Cg(L) < m-N. Hence, 
it follows that 
/ log / det fi,C 1 - log [ det QF 11 < C,b11n~-3N/2, 
where C, is independent of K. The same holds for the manifolds Mr and M2. 
Now, Corollary 10.5 together with Propositions 10.9 and 10.11 implies that 
log 7x - log 7X’ - 4 log 7M1 + 4 log 7& 
= log TX - log TX, - 4 log T, + 4 log T, . 
It remains to calculate the torsion for the manifolds M, and M, . 
(10.18) 
LEMMA 10.19. Let M” be an Riemannian manifold which is diffeomorphic to 
the standard sphere S”. Then 
TM = TV. 
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Proof. For every one-parameter family of Riemannian metrics on M we have 
-$og T,,., = -&log~,. 
Hence, we can restrict ourselves to the standard metric on SP. 
(1) p = 21% + 1. Let q > 1 and let L@, q) = S~/(.Z/qZ) be the standard 
lens space. Ray [20] has shown that for every nontrivial representation 
W: E/qZ --f S1, TV = T”(W). Then, by Theorem 9.8, it follows that Tp(p) = 
T”(P) for every representation p: Z/qZ -+ O(n). Let p0 be the trivial representation 
of {e] and let U(pJ be the induced representation of Z/qZ on UP. Then, by (6.6) 
and (7.5) 
(2) p = 2K. Then, it follows from (6.4) and (7.3) that 
log TM = log TV = 0. 
LEMMA 10.20. For the manifolds MI and M2 defined above we have 
T, = 7Mi > i = 1,2. 
Proof. By definition, Ml is diffeomorphic to So x Dg-tl u P x Dg+l = 
Sp x Wr and M, is diffeomorphic to S *+l x Sg. Again, we can restrict our- 
selves to the standard metric on Sp x Sq+l and Sp+l x SC. The proof follows 
from the product formulas (6.5) and (7.4) together with Lemma 10.19. 
THEOREM 10.21. Let X and X’ be two closed oriented Riemannian manifolds 
which aYe cobordant. Then it follows that 
Proof. It is well known that two cobordant manifolds can be obtained from 
each other by a sequence of spherical modifications. The proof now follows 
from (10.18) together with Lemma 10.20. 
Now, we are ready to prove the main result of this paper, the Ray-Singer 
conjecture. 
The proof of the following theorem, which does not use the structure of the 
Thorn algebra Q*, is due to Gromov and was communicated by Dodziuk. 
THEOREM 10.22. Let X be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold, T, the 
analytic torsion, and ~~ the R-torsion of X. Then 
607128/3-9 
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Proof. It follows from the definition that both R-torsion and analytic 
torsion are invariant under changes of orientation. Hence, we obtain for every 
compact oriented Riemannian manifold X that 7xU(-x) = 2~~ and TxvtPx) = 
2T,. On the other hand XU (-X) is cobordant to the sphere SN. Then, 
Theorem 10.21 and Lemma 10.19 imply that 
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